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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
A nks Christmas card from
Sgt Claude Welch who is now
in Viet Nam.
In case you want to send Sgt.
Welch a Christmas card or let-
ter, here's his address: SFC
Claude C. Welch, 268-20-5421,
Co. C, 2nd. Bn. 5th. Cav. Div.
APO 96490 S. F.
Sgt. Welch was a member of
the Murray State ROTC staff
here for some time before gett-
ing this overseas assignment. A
fine fellow.
Next Thursday is Christmas
Day, and this corning Sunday
is the shortest day of the year.
A Red Bellied Woodpecker this
morning pecking away at our
favorite stump.
The head of the Woodpecker
must be of a wondereus con-
struction. He uses his head like
a sledgehammer, yet it does
not interfere with his vision,
his sense of balance, or flight.
His brain must be cushioned In
such a way that it either moves
only slightly or at least is not
damaged in anyway by the
staccato like drumming.
The Red Belly has a lot of red
on his head, reaching from the
base of his bill to the nape of
his neck. He differed from the
Red Headed Woodpecker in th tt
the latter's head is completely
red, including each side.
The Red Belly has to get in a
certain position for you to see
the pinkish spot on his belly
A Squirrel this morning cross-
ing Main Street in five foot
bounds.
The following was taken from
the Blood River Baptist Bulle-
tin edited by Rev. Earl War-
ford, Missionary.
"A spirit of courage and faith
prevailed at the business meet-
ing of the Sinking Spring
Church on Wednesday night af-
ter the tragic fire destroyed the
meeting house, early Tuesday
morning. There was eptimiam
and enthusiasm as initial plans
were made to rebuild. A Build-
ing Planning Committee was
elected and have begun their
work.
"A Finance Committee will
be appointed soon to secure
gifts and pledges toward con-
struction of the new facility.
Insurance of $85,000 was car-
ried on the building. Only items
left were the outdoor sign, pos-
sibly the air-conditioning equip-
ment mounted outside the
building, and the cast iron bell.
Just how much more money will
be needed has not been deter-
mined but it is expected to be
between $25,000 and $50,000.
When plans are approved and
estimates of construction costs
made, a more definite goal can
be set. A Building Fund Ac-
count is already set-up and con-
tributions being received.
"Our churches were quick to
respond to this crisis. Flint and
Murray Rirst have given copies
of the Broadman Hymnal. A
number of offers of help have
been made by other churches.
Lynn Grove School was used
for prayer meeting and made
available for continued use. The
church will be meeting in the
B.S.U. Center on Sunday and
in the basement of the pastor's
home on Wednesday for a
while."
IYEATHER REPORT
United Proem eitereenesea
Kentucky: Considerable clou-
diness west and increasing clou-
diness central and east this
morning becoming mostly clou-
dy this afternoon. Widely sett-
tered light showers spreading
over the state and warmer to-
ddY- Clearing and cold again
tonight. Mostly sunny and cold-
er Thursday. Highs today in
the 40s. Lows tonight 28 to 34
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 3543,
no change; below dam 301.8, up
0.8.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.2, no
cbanile; below dam .307.11, gg
1.2.
Sunset 4.42; Simian 71/4.
Moon sets 2:18.
4
;
In Our 90th Year
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, December 18, 1969
Mrs. Mary Caudill, Field Advisor for Boer Creek Girl
Scout Council, is presenting a gift to Ray Brownfield, oleo-
president of Peoples Bank. The gift was presented on be-
half of the Girl Scouts of Murray in appreciation of his
leadership as fund raising chairmen and other services he
has given to Ow Girl Scouts. Murray now has 12 Girl Scout
troops. (Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon)
Congress Accused of
Boosting Inflation
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Pres-
ident Nixon says the Democra-
tic-controlled Congress, by in-
creasing government spending
and cutting taxes, is adding to
"inflation -the hole in every-
body's pocket,"
In a tart message to levelers
of the Senate and House, Nixon
Wednesday asked the lawma-
kers to stop boosting his budget
requests "no matter what the
cost in political popularity."
He said: "The Congress
appears to be well on its way to
substituting tax reduction for
tax reform. This will harm
rather than help the average
taxpayer. Inflation. . .is the
most unfair tax of all."
A few hours after Nixon's
message, the House passed 259
to 156 a bill to give the
President standby power to
order controls over consumer'
and business credit transac-
tions. The bill, which Nixon did
not ask and Repulaiicans
opposed, was sent to conference
committee to work out differen-
ces with a Senate mesaure.
Nixon's letter said bills
already passed by at least one
chamber of Congress would add
about $4 billion to government
spending during the current
fiscal year. He said an addition
$1 billion has been lost through
congressional inaction on his
plan to make the post office
sell-supporting.
"This combination of action
and inaction would load an
additional $5 billion onto an
already overheated economy,"
Nixon said.
Nixon said that although
prices continue to soar, there is
evidence that some sectors of
the economy has begun to cool
and that inflation can be
controlled if the federal budget
Is kept firmly in the black_
Sp/4 Kenny R. Halo
Sp/4 Kenny R. Hale
Assigned, Korea
With U.S. Army
Specialist Fourth Class Ken
ny R. Hale is expected to arrive
nome soon from Oakland, Cali-
fornia, to spend his thirty days'
leave with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Coy Hale, 1612 College
Farm Road.
Hale will report to Fort Lew-
is, Washington, on January 25,
where he will be sent to Korea
for duty.
The Calloway County soldier
entered the Army on April 15.
He took his basic training at
, Fort Campbell and his advanc-
e*training at tort Lee, Va.,
before being anigned as a bak-
er at the Port of Debarkation
and Embarkation at Oakland,
California.
He is a graduate of Calloway
County High School.
JC's Honor
MHS Football
Team Monday
The Murray Jaycees honored
the football team of Murray
High School with a banquet
Monday night at the Holiday
Inn.
Coach Bill Furgerson of Mur-
ray State University gave an
inspiring talk and Coach Ty
Holland was master of cere-
monies.
Elected captains for next year
were Johnny Rayburn, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Rayrnon Rayburn,
Barry Stokes, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Will Ed Stokes, and John-
ny Williams, son of Mrs. Beck
Wilson.
The following awards were
presented to the boys:
All State Class A, Trip Wil-
Hams, son of We. Soda Wiloon;
All Conference Class A, Trip
Williams, James Pigg, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. Pigg
and Jimmy Brandon, 9011 of
Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Brandon.
Continuing the list, Best
Blocker (Back), Jimmy Brand-
on; Best Blocker (Lineman),
Buzz Wilhath, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. William; Best De-
fensive Lineman, Trip Williams;
Best Defensive Back, Jimmy
Brandon; Senior Excellence, Ri-
chard Blalock, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Blalock.
Persons Are Fined
In Calloway Court Bronze Star
Of Judge McCuiston 
Awarded To
J. McMillen
Several cases were heard
the Galloway County Court L.
Judge Hall McCuiston durize
the past week Records shov
the following occurred:
Warren C. Wright, W. Frank
fort, Ill., speeding, fined $10.06
costs $18.00; State Police.
Jerry Todd, Spruce Street
Murray, child desertion, placed
under $500.00 bond awaittns
action of February 1970 Grit
Jury; Sheriff.
Carlton M. Outland, 1800 Col
lege Farm Road, Murray, driv-
ing while intoxicated, fined
$100.00 costs $13.00, driving
while license revoked, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po-
lice.
Terry W. Mott, 314 South
13th Street, Murray, speeding,
fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
Police.
Billy R. Thorn, Route One,
Almo, no operator's license, fie-
td $10.00 costs $18.00, reckless
driving, fined $10.00 costs $18.-
00, failure to support children,
continued under bond in Cir-
cuit Court; Sheriff.
Nancy C. Paschall, Furye4
Tenn., speeding, fined $10.0.
costs $18.00; State Police.
Larry Lee Miller, Route One,
Murray, driving while intoxicat-
ed, fined $100.00 costs $13.00;
State Police.
Gregory E. Thomas, Ocean-
port, N. J., speeding, fined $10.-
00 costs $18.00; State Police.
Ruthie Todd, 101 Spruce
Street, Murray, cold checking,
given ten days in fail, suspend-
ed on condition that she not
appear In court for one year.
James J. Schonaerts, Padu-
cah, speeding, fined $10.00 costs
$18.00; State Police.
Vernon S. Fdwards. Mayfield,
reckless driving, fined $1000
costs $18.00; State Police.
Parking Tickets
Ismael Last Night •
The Murray Police Depart-
ment issued tickets to about
twenty persons whose cars were
illegally parked on North 14th
Street and Wells Boulevard dur-
ing the Murray State University
basketball gazne last night
Chief a Police James M
Brown said the cars were park.
ed in a "no parking" area, and
that hereafter the cars will be
towed away at the expense of
the owner.
U.S. ARMY, VIETNAM (AH-
TNC) - Army Sergeant JamesA McMillen, 21, son of Mr. and
Mrs William McMillen, Rollie
2, Murray, Ky., received the
Bronze Star Medal in Vietnam.
Sgt. McMillen was presented
the award for meritorious ser-
vice in connection with military
operations agairst hostile forces
in Vietnam while serving as a
squad leader in Company C,
3d Battalion of the 25th In-
fantry Division's 22nd Infantry.
The sergeant, whose wife,
Connie, lives on Route 3, Ben-
ton, entered the Army in April
1969, c;impleted basic training
at Ft. Bragg, N. C., and was sta-
tioned at Ft. Polk, La., prior to
his arrival in Vietnam last
March. He also holds the Com-
bat Infantryman Badge and a
Purple Heart.
The sergeant is a 1968 grad.
uate of Galloway County High
School in Murray and attendee
Murray State University.
The presentation was made
on November 2.
Jane Konrad Pledges
Alpha Lambda Delta
Jane Konrad of Murray has
been installed as a pledge of
Alpha Lambda Delta women's
honor society at Murray State
University.
To be eligible, a woman must
achieve at least a 3.5 grade
point average on a 4.0 scale for
one or both semesters of her
freshman year.
Mrs. Konrad is a sophomore
majoring in art.
Shrine Club Plans
Supper Meeting
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will hold its re
gular meeting on Saturday, De-
cember 20, at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. William E. Moffett,
Panorama Shores.
A potluck supper will be
served by the women at 6:30
p.m Novelty gifts will be ex-
changed by the members. Each
one is asked to bring fruit, cann-
ed goods, etc., to be given to
a needy family at Christmas.
,pr:::tse;i1. TR: IV Plans For Coming Year Are
Discussed By 41-H CouncilThomas James Robbins has
been promoted to the rank of
Private First Class, he reported
to his parents Mr. and Mrs.
James C. Williams, 1303 Dann
Road.
Young Robbins is stationed
with an engineer company in
West Germany.
He took his basic training at
Fort Knox, Kentucky and engi-
neer training et Fort Leonard
Wood, Weimer!. He left for
overseas duty in September of
this year.
Send Christmas Card
To A Service Man
Sp. 5 Ronald E. Hopkins
40782-4083
RVN-AF Language School
APO San Francisco
California 96291
••••
Capt. Urey W. Alexander, Jr
HHB 1/30 Artillery
lit Cavalry Division (AM)
APO San Francisco 96490
(Captain Alexander is mar-
ried to the former Sheryl Ka-
thryn Carman.)
Pfc. Freddy R. Windsor
401-72-6892
Trp. B. 8/5 CALV
APO San Francisco,
California 96477
2nd Plt.
CORRECTION
The County gover;arnent does
have liability insurance on its
vehicles, but it don not have
liability insurgence to cover it
In the event of incidents Inir.h
as the on for which it has been
sued, as-reported in yesterday',
Ledger and Times.
Arlie Scott, newly elected
president of the Calloway Coun.
ty 441 Leaders Council, presid
ed at the meeting held at the
extension hall this month
Plans for the coming year
were discussed and the follow
ing committees were appointed
Finance and fund raising.
Franklin Burkeen, Garvin Phil.
lips, and Harvey Ellis; publicity,
Mrs. Bette Tricker and Mrs J
B. Burkeen; membership and
leader recruiting, Council; cal
endar of events, executive corn
mittee; IFYE program, Mrs
Glen Kelso and Mrs. Odell Jar
rett; Rally Day, Mrs. June Nor.
wood and Mrs. Arlie Scott;
Dress Review. Mrs. Lurlie Scull
and Mrs. Richard Armstreng;
Horse Show, Billy Joe Kingings
and James Puckett; Teen Club,
Mrs. Arlie Scott and Mrs. Glen
Kelso; junior leadership, Teen
Club; Variety Show, King and
Queen contest, Mrs. Glen Kelso
and Mrs Betty Jackson.
Mrs Kelso was also elected
to serve as 4-H representative
Arlie Scot
to the County Extension Coun-
cil
The County Talent Show will
be held at Lynn Grove on
March 20, 1970, at seven p.m.
Calloway will be host to the
Area Talent Show on April 3,
1970 in the Murray University
School Auditorium, if this date
is suitable with the area groups.
Plans were made for a re-
cognition banquet to be held
on March 14, 1970. The Rally
Day will be held on April 25,
1970, and the Fashion Review
on May 9, 1970.
It was announced that 4-H
Record books are due in the
Extension office by January 3,
1970. Extension workers from
the Peanyrile area will be in-
vited to judge the books.
Mrs. Barletta Wrather and
Ted Howard, extension agents,
were present and both express-
ed their pleasure to be work-
ing with the Galloway County
4-H groups.
Members present were Arlie
Scott, Franklin Burkeen, Benny.
Jackson, Bernye Phillips; Bet-
ty Jackson, Sue Britt, Glen Kel-
so, Faye Nell Kelso, Jim Ed
Norwood, June Norwood, Bette
Tucker, James Tucker, A. H.
Scull, Lurlie Scull, Garvin Phil.
lips, Barletta Wrather, and Ted
Howard.
Juveniles Cited By
Sheriff's Office
The Calloway Crituity Sheriff
Fannie Stubble-field and Deputy
Sheriff Calton Morgan have
cited five juvenile boys for
shoplifhting in stores in Mur-
ray.
Deputy Morgan said the pry-
entree theboys have beinCitoti-
tied to report to Juvenile Judge
Hall McCuiston on Tuesday, .De-
er • 23, at ten a. m.
10* Per Copy
Residents Urged
To Enter Christmas
Lighting Program
Residents wishing to enter
their home in the Christmas
lighting program within t h e
city of Murray sponsored by the
Garden Department of the Mur-
ray Woman's Club are urged to
register this week.
Lights should be burning
from six to nine p.m. each even-
ing from December 20 through
December 26.
The divisions and rules were
published in a story in the
Ledger & 'limes on Monday, De-
cember 15.
Those who wish their homes
to be judged may contact the
following members of the Gar-
den Department registering
their category: Mrs. Humphrey
Key 753-3851, Mrs. J. B. Wilson
753-1899, or Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn 753-3158.
Miss Watson
Is Injured
In Accident
Miss Deborah Jane Watson of
1103 Poplar Street received a
back sprain in a two car acci-
dent Wednesday at 4:25 p. m.
on Poplar Street. She was treat-
ed at the Houston-McDevitt Cli-
nic and is now recuperating at
her home.
Cars involved were a 1967
Pontiac two doer hardtop own-
ed by J. R. Watson and driven
by Miss Watson, and a 1966
Ford two door driven by Stan-
ley Allen Martin of Murray
Route Five.
Police said Miss Watson was
going east on Poplar Street and
was struck in the side by the
Martin car coming out of the
Swann's parking lot.
The second general sessionDamage to the Watson car held with President Samwee on the-leet--mariter parret-rexan&er as the prinicpaland to the Martin car on the speaker. He emphasized thatright front,
change must be made; however,
he added, this change must be
made within the realms of good
school administration. Alexan-
der also pointed out that school
administrators must listen to
lay citizens as they talk about
schools in general.
1Largest PaidCirculationBoth In CityAnd In County
Vol. LXXXX No. 298
School Leaders Of City And
County Attend KASA Meet
School leaders of the Callo-
way County and Murray City
Schools attended the Kentucky
Association of Schaal Admin-
istrators meeting held in I-nies-
vile, Kentucky on December
14. 15 and 16.
Representing the Murray City
Schools were: Willie Jackson,
Principal of the Austin Ele-
mentary School; Dennis Taylor,
Principal of Carter and Robert-
son Schools; Eli Alexander,
Principal of Murray High Scho-
ol, Maurice Ryan of the Murray
Board of Education; and Fred
Schultz, Superintendent of the
Murray City School System.
These attending from the Cal-
loway County Schools were: M.
B. Rogers, Principal of Kirksey
Elementary; Tom Rushing,
Principal of Almo Elementary;
Freed Curd, Principal of Lynn
Grove Elementary; Bob Allen,
Principal of New Concord Ele-
mentary; Billy Outland, Prin-
cipal of Faxon Elementary;
Charlie Lassiter, Director of
Pupil Personnel; and Bill Me-
lee, Superintnndent of the Cal-
loway County System.
Senate Blocks
Desegregation
Slowdown
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Senate, under unexpected last-
minute pressure from the
administration, reversed the
house and voted down two
Southern-backed moves to slow
school desegregation.
Western Union messengers,
(Continued on Pain Eight)
Mrs. McCuiston At
Memphis Hospital
Mrs. Trellis McCuiston of
Murray is a patient at the Bap-
tist Memorial Hospital, Mem-
phis, Tenn.
The Murray woman is under-
going treatment and would ap-
preciate cards and letters.
DARNALL ASSIGNED
U.S. ARMY, VIETNAM (All'!'-
NC) - Army Private First
Class Robert C. Darnall, 22,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Dar-
nall, 1311 Poplar Street, Mur-
ray, Ky., was assigned Novem-
ber 12 to the 1st Signal Bri-
gade in Vietnam.
eltereieeigielg
e." t
than any other single person,
is responsible for bringing about
change. Dr. Conner concluded
his remarks by reviewing the
many functions of the AASA.
Wendell Butler, Superintend-
ent of Public Instruction for the
State of Kentucky, in the last
general session appraised the
educational scene. Superintend-
ent Butler emphasized that scho-
ol administrators were challeng-
ed by the task ahead. "Admin-
istrators should do the kind of
job that would cause the people
of Kentucky to go along with
them in providing a better edu-
cational program," he conclud-
ed.
Newark Mayor
Returns To
Office Today
By LAURENCE SUTTER
NEWARK, N.J. (UPI) -
Charged with extortion, con-
spiracy and income tax eva.
The theme for this year's sion, Newark Mayor Hugh J.
meeting was "Unifying Efforts Addonlxio left federal court
in School Administration." under $25,000 bail Wednesday to
return to his office to conduct
the city's business. "We will
have our day in court," he said.
The mayor and 14 other
of the people of Kentucky. He, persons including three city
digressed revenue as being a
prerequisite to rendering of ser-
vices. Governor Nunn told the
administrators that they were
the backbone of the school
leadership in the commonweal-
th. In concluding his remarks
Governor Nunn reaffirmed his
support for public education in
Kentucky.
In the first general session,
Governor Louie Nunn spoke to
the Administrators on the needs
"It's the tax paying public
that is footing the bill, why
shouldn't we listen to them?",
he said.
Dr. Forres Conner, Execut-
ive Secretary of the American
Association of School Admin-
istrators of Washington, D. C.,
spoke during the third general
session. Dr. Conner stated that
Education is on the move and
it was the primary force in re-
directing change and, he added
the school administrator, more
• •...••••-• a./ • • • •••••-••••••••  .4/. • ••7
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CHRISTMAS SEALS FIGHT EMPHYSEMA
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councilmen and a reputed
Mafia figure - were charged
Wednesday with tax evasion
and conspiracy in an alleged
$253,000 extortion plot. Thi
federal grand jury actions
followed by a day the
indictments of 55 persons on
conspiracy and gambling char-
ges in a widespread probe of
corruption in New Jersey.
The 15 were charged with 65
mounts of eetorting payments oft
$500 to $7,00u from the
Constrand, Inc., an engineering
firm doing business with the
city. Paul Rigo, an officer of
the firm, was reported to be an
informer in the investigation.
Twelve of the defendants,
who included five former city
councilmen, were charged with
Income tax evasion. Among
those indicated were reputed
Mafia figure Anthony "Tony
Boy" Boiarcio; Frank Addoni-
zio, a councilman and distant
cousin of the mayor; Municipal
Court Judge Anthony Guiliano;
and former corporation counsel
Philip E. Gordon, who resigned
last week after testifying before
the federal grand jury.
The indictments were handed
down in U.S. District Court in
Newark Wednesday. Assistant
U.S. Attorney Herbert J. Stern
handed Judge Robert Shaw a
manila folder. Shaw informed
Stern he hadn't yet ruled
whether the mayor had used
the Fifth Amendment properly
wtien he refused to answer
questions before the grand jury
last week. Stern replied: "The
grand jury having just indicted
him..." and newsnign jumped.
U.S. Attorney General John N.
Mitchell formally announced
the indictments in Washington.
Five separate grand juries -
state, federal and county - are
inveStigating suspected crime
and corruption in New Jersey.
The probes range from gam-
bling to city officials, alleged
wrongdoing to the Internal
Revenue Service in Newark.
Laster Nanny, Chairman of the Calloway County Rod Conk pr0000ts eertlikates os ap-preclathai and pins to soveral citizens who have contributed roars if "Koko to the local chap-
ter. Loft lo right are Chairman Nanny, Roth- tole, nursing services chairmen—fer 26 years,
Marvin Wrather, disaster chairman, 30 seers, Bill lieyd, bleed chairman. 3 rave. Pat Rogers,
first aid chairman, 2 Sears, and Susie McDevitt, service to military aide, who hei completed 52
years of continuous Rod Cross work.
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THURSDAY — DECEMBER 18. 1969
Murray will be host to Mississippi State, Baylor, and Memphis
State in the Murray State Invitational Basketball Tournament.
Richard Farrell presented the program before the MurrayRotary
Club and introduced Allan Koehn and Jack Gardner who gave a
musical program.
Miss Toni Burclaett, president, presided at the meeting of the
Kirksey 4-H Club.
In high school basketball 'Tilghman beat Murray 65 to 52 and
Douglass beat Union City 81 to 36.
LEDGER A TIKES FILE
Services for Betty Wicker, age 82, were held yesterday at
the South Pleasant Grove Church.
Ray Mofield of Paducah was elected president of the Murray
State College Alumni Association.
In high school basketball Hazel over Grove 47 to 32, Kirksey
over Brewers 50 to 29, Lynn Grove over New Concord 55 to 41,
and Almo over Murray Training School 36 to 32.
MIS. Loula Gatlin will leave this weekend to spend the holidays
with her daughter, Mrs. Jim Ed Diuguid and Mr. Diuguid of Johnson
City, Tenn.
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
NEW YORK - Herbert B. "Tiny Tim" Khaury, explainin 
why the vows at his wedding to a 17-year-old girl included a
pledge to be "not puffed up":
"Bebag puffed up (not keeping calm) is one of my biggest
faults - I get puffed up at a tall game; I'm a real Dodgers fan,
you know."
UNITED NATIONS. British delegate Lord Caradon, comment.
log on delays in restoring peace in the Middle East:
"If there is no progress toward a solution soon, there will
be a rapid slide toward chaos in the Middle East."
WASHINGTON - President Nixon, reporting a change in his
relations with the press:
"After 11 months of confrontation, we now enter an era of
negotiation with the press."
L'AQUILA, Italy - The Rev. Pietro Bezzi, parish priest of
flood-devastated Longarome, commenting on the acquittal of
five officials held partly to blame for the Vaiont dam dicasaer:
"It was a profound disappointment. I thought the responsibility
of the defendants had been proved."
Bible Thought for Today
Then touched he their eyes, saying, According to your faith
be it unto you. — Matthew 929.
Your faith can make you whole. Pray, that your faith be strong!
TWO RECOMMENDATIONS
NEW YORK (UPI)—The
Greater New York Safety
Council has two recommenda-
tions for traditional office
Christmas parties.
First, don't have one. Go
home early. But if there is one,
make sure the Christmas ire
doesn't block the door.
ilhat you should know
about Thristmas
There was • Santa Claus--
St. Nicholas, MO of a bus-
inessman, who became Bish-
op of Myra, Asia Minor, In
4th Century. His grave Is in
Sari, Italy.
0/146411•• yortralt bum AA 614 NA.
St. Nicholas looked like this
In earliest picture. of him
published in the U. S.
14,4 • nrk rapMe. 1041.
Thomas Nast, the American
cartoonist. Inspired by the
description fa the peem,
visit from St. Nicholas," be-
gan picturing him like this,
and popularized the present
concept of Santa Claus.
'THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Christmas. Musicals And Religious
Programs To Fill Week's TV Screen
By JACK GAYER
NEW YORK (UPI) — This is
the week of numerous Christ-
mas musical and religious pro-
grams on the television net-
works.
Former President Johnson ex-
plains his decision not to run
again in a CBS interview Saber.
thy.
There will be three post-sea-
son college football games, the
National Football Leagues West-
ern Division championship
game, the beginning of a seies
of National Basketball Associa-
tion games and an American
football league playoff game.
CBS moves Glen Campbell's
variety hour from Wednesday to
Sunday night.
Highlights for Dec. 21-27:
SUNDAY
ABC provides an afternoon
Christmas entertainment. The
Texas Boys Choir and puppeteer
Tom Tichenor are featured.
NBC will have an American
football league inter - divisional
playoff game, Houston at Oak-
land.
NBC's Disney hour has the
first half of the "Babes in Toy-
land" film, based on the Victor
Herbert Operetta. Annette Fun-
icello, Ray Bolger and Tommy
Sands are in the cast.
CBS repeats the animated
musical special    , Dr. Suess'
"How the Grinch Stole Chris-
tmas."
Ed Sullivan's CBS hour bears
the title, "The Swinging Soulful
Sixties," and many performers
who came to prominence during
the decade will be seen.
The Glen Campbell hour on
CBS replaces the Leslie Ug-
gams show. Andy Griffith, Paul
Lynde and vocalist Cher appear,
MIRRORS OBSOLETE
WASHINGTON (UPI)— The
federal government has been
told rear view mirrors in cars
are obsolete.
In a study conducted for the
Transportation Department,
research firm, Dunlap Asso-
ciates Inc., Santa Monica,
Calif., said there was "wide-
spread diY.Rntistaction among
drivers with rear view mir-
rors." It said what is needed is
an "over-the-top or periscope
type of system."
MAY ABANDON PLAN
CORK, Ireland (UPI)—John
Light, 38, a Boston, Mass,
diver, said Monday a dispute
with his American financial
backers may force him to
abandon for the time being his
plan to salvage $600,000 worth
of metal and jewels from the
ocean liner Lusitania, sunk in
1915 by a German submarine.
Light did not identify his
backers. The sinking took 1,198
lives, including many Ameri-
Goverrunent employees
in West Germany
BONN (UPI)—Nine of ever),
100 employed persons in West
Germany work for a federal,
state or local government organ-
ization, the Institute of German
Industry reports.
CSA WARNING - Ref). Wil-
liam B. Moorehead, D-Pa.,
tells reporters in Washing-
ton that there are serious
defects in the behemoth C5A
transport plane, ready for
delivery to the Air Force,
that could cause the wings
to fall off under extra turbu-
lent conditions USAF Secre-
tary Robert Seamans Jr.
says, however, that a "fix"
has been devised to strength -
et, the C5A's wings
as do Campbell's wife and three
children.
MONDAY
On "Gunsmoke" for CBS a
brutish man plots to steal the
money nuns intend to use to
build a school.
Tiny Tim plays a variety of
roles on "Rowan and Martin's
Laugh-In" for NBC.
"The New People" on ABC
plan to lock up all firearms ex-
cept one, which would be issued
to an elected peace officer.
In Chapter 12 of "The Sur-
vivors" on ABC, Duncan sus-
pects that banker Carlyle was
murdered.
The NBC movie screens" For
Those Who Think Young," star-
ring James Darren and Pamela
Tiffin.
"The Carol Burnett Show" on
CBS repeats a program that has
singer Steve Lawrence and
dancer Edward Villella as
guests.
TUESDAY
CBS preempts "Lancer" for a
repeat of its ballet special, "The
Nutcracker."
NBC has a rerun of "White
Christmas," the movie starring
Bing Crosby and Danny Kaye.
Singer Howard Keel, Joan
Freeman. Linda Sue Risk and
ballerina Jillana appear on Red
skelioh's CBS hour. A repeat of
"The Christmas Urchin,"
ABC's "Movie of the Week"
is "Honeymoon with a Strang-
er," starring Janet Leigh, Ros-
sano Brazzi, Cesare Danova and
Barbara Steele. A woman tries
to prove that a man claiming to
be her husband is an imposter.
WEDNESDAY
"Bee Haw" on CBS has Lo-
retta Lynn and Dillard and
Clarke as guests.
NBC's "Kraft Music Hall" of-
fers "Christmas Eve With
Wayne Newton." The singing
star is helped by the Cowsills,
Jack Wild, Julie Budd and the
Singing Angels.
The ABC movie repeats "The
Legend of Silent Night," star-
ring James Mason and Kirk
Douglas,
Robert Loggia is guest star
on NBC's "Then Came Bron-
son". He plays a modern Indian
who thinks he and his family
can live off the land as his an-
cestors did.
NBC telecasts the Christmas
Eve Midnight KISS from St.
Patrick's Cathedral in New
York.
CBS has a 15-minute musical,
I"Space Cantata," employing of-
tidal films of man's first flight
around the moon then "Let the
WITH HELEN STACY
The best-remembered Christmas can be the one that did not
turn out quiet as one wished. There were the longed-for dolls and
doll buggies that did not materialize, under the tree or the wagons
and sleds that did not show up.
Melvin Profitt, of Wolfe County, remembers when. hg would
have squared off with Santa for just about anything — but finally
settled for "no profit" at all, except in memories. But he says
that the memories he gained that Christmas, at least, have
remained with him,
"Chrfstmas Ls something folks closet forget," he.recaUs.
"What a happy time, Folks go visiting, exchange gifts, show love
for each other and celebrate tl e birth of our Lord and Savior As I
go about the countryside and see Christmas trees all lighted up, I
know Santa Claus will soon be here. It kind of sends me back to
childhood days."
Thase were the days when the lad growing up in the hills
thought "Santa Claus was the most likeable person in the whole
world and the time of year the same."
The hard work on the farm was done, the potatoes had been
dug, the pumpkins gathered and the bed ticking filled anew. Pa
and Ma would say, 'Now youngins' you know it won't be long
till Santa will be coming. He's a watching you now from the
hills.' Well, we lived back there in a big forest and I wondered
how he could see so well and be watching all the other kids at
the same time, Anyway, we knew he was a sharp old duck, and
that meant Melvin be good. I started moving. I fed the chickens
and hogs, cut stovewood and firewood, foddered the cow—no chore
was left undone."
Along about that time, Profitt recalled, the weather turned cold
and that meant hog killing time, He and the other youngsters
worked harder than ever, "We knew the TIME was drawing.
nigh."
They also knew if they were good they would get the hog bladders,
"We would blow up these bladders till they were about the size of
pumpkins, dry them around the fire and save them. We didn't get
fireworks then, so we used the dried hog bladders for Christmas
guns. The night before Christmas we would take the bladders out,
lay them on a rock and pounce them with a board. Well, they made
a right good noise.
"Then we must say a bedtime prayer and hit the sack, but sleep
didn't come easy since we got candy just once a year."
The next morning was the one Profttt said he would remember
all his life. The children had hung their stockings around the fire-
place, and next morning each stocking held a popcorn ball, some
raisins, an apple and a big stick of candy—every stocking except
Melvin's, that is.
"I hail a popcorn ball left, one raisin, and a few candy frazzles
around the neck of a big rat hole. That was the year I cracked
walnuts and parched corn for Christmas."
That was the -Christmas he never forgot, Most other Christmas
Days of his childhood have merged into one, but reflecting on that
never-to-he forgotten morning, he believes his- memories make up
for any lacks.
"And one thing, for sure," Praia remembers, "all the rat holes
were stopped before another Christmas rolled around again.
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Desert be Joyful," featuring the
Tucson Boys Chorus, and Hec-
tor Berlioz' "L'Enfance du
Christ," an oratorio dealing
with the childhood of Christ.
THURSDAY
NBC has a Christmas service
from Washington National Cap
thedral and ABC one from New
York's Fifth Avenue Presbyteri-
an Church.
A season of American Basket-
ball Association games gets un-
der way on ABC with the Bos-
ton-Phoenix contest.
The North-South all-star foot-
ball game in Miami is broad.
cast by ABC.
"S. Hnrok Presents— Part III"
Is a new one - hour special on
CBS featuring pianist Emil Gi-
lds and cellist Mstislav Rostra
povich.
The Jim Nabors hour on CBS
has singer Kay Starr and co-
medienne Minnie Pearl as
guests.
"This is Tom Jones" on ABC
features Judy Collins, Millicent
Martin, the Treorchy male
choir of Wales and impression-
ist David Frye.
Dean Martin's NBC hour is
devoted to a repeat of a pro-
gram featuring the Martin and
Frank Sinatra families in a sa-
lute to Christmas.
FRIDAY
CPS preempts "Get Stuart"
and "The Good Guys," for a
news special on which its corre-
spondents review the year's
events.
On "The High Chaparral" on
NBC Buck and Manolito try to
reform two young horse thieves.
On NBC's "Bracken's World"
tragedy occurs when a hung-
over stuntman is forced to per-
form a dangerous task.
SATURDAY
NBC has the first of a series
of seven morning children's
specials booked under the title
"American Rainbow." The first
Is about a Korean orphan boy's
experiences in the U.S. as he
seeks to find the soldiers who
befriended him.
The Gator Bowl post - season
college football game is on NBC
from Jacksonville, Fla. Tennes-
see plays Florida.
CBS telecasts the Los
Angeles-Minnesota game for the
Western Conference champion-
ship of the National Football
League.
ABC broadcasts the annual
East-West all-star college foot-
ball game from Palo Alto, Calif,
"Why I Chose Not to Rtill" is
a one - hour CBS special on
which former President Lyndon
B. Johnson talks with core-
spondent Walter Cronldte,
The NBC Saturday night
movie is "Help!", starring the
Beatles.
Ciak
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MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
National Institute of Mental Health
Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director
Alcoholism and
Drug Dependence
By. Morton Miller, M.D.
Director, Division of Special
- Mental Health Programs
New ways are developing to
provide concerted, focussed at-
tacks upon social problems that
sorely beset every community.
Illustrating what is a new
trend is the combining of efforts
within a community voluntary
agency to deal with both alco-
holism and drug dependence.
Modern thinking holds that
both alcoholism and depend-
ence on drugs are closely re-
lated "addictive diseases" rather
than widely divergent problems
as has sometimes been thought
in the past.
Signs of the trend of medi-
cal and scientific thinking are
evident on many fronts.
A recent report by the world
Health Organization's Expert
Committee on Addiction Pro-
ducing Drugs held that alco-
hol dependence should be con-
sidered as a type of drug de-
pendence.
Also, the American Medical
Association has established a
permanent subcommittee on al-
coholism and drug dependence.
Further, in a number of
states, the North American As'
ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Thursday, Dec. 18,
the 352nd day of 1969 with 13 to
follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Venus
and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercu-
ry, Mars and Saturn,
On this day in history:
In 1787, New Jersey ratified
the proposed Constitution of the
United States.
In 1865, the 13th Amendment
to the Constitution which
abolished slavery in the United
States, became law.
In 1915, President Woodrow
Wilson, then a widower for
more than a year, married
Mrs. Edith Bolling Calt, widow
of a Washington jeweler,
In 1936, the first giant panda
was imported to America from
China.
In 1965, Gemini '7 returned to
earth after 14 days in orbit
where it completed the first
manned space rendezvous with
Gemini 6.
A thought for the day:
American novelist Gertrude
Franklin Atherton wrote, "No
platter how hard a man may
labor, some woman is always in
the background of his mind.
She is the one reward of
virtue."
* TODAY *
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sociation of Alcoholism Pro-
grams and others concerned
have begun drug dependence
activities in connection with al-
coholism work.
Moreover, voluntary agen-
cies, such as those in the men-
tal health and related fields,
have many of the skills that
can be effective in both alco-
holism and drug dependence
service programs.
The experience of these
agencies in working with official
agencies as well as with indi-
viduals in need of help is sore-
ly needed, perhaps more even
in the problem of drug depend-
ence than in alcoholism.
It is evident that there will be
no simple solution to alcohol-
ism and drug dependence.
Great effort must be devoted to
prevention, research anddiscov-
ery, development of more and
better treatment resources, and
dissemination of new knowl-
edge.
The help of the nation's com-
munities, through efforts as in-
dividuals and as members of
voluntary community agencies,
is vitally needed in working for
solutions to these "addictive
diseases" that have "produced
such grave individual and com-
munity burdens.
*ENDS TODAY*
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DUQUESNE'S Gerry Nelson (on back) battles West-
ern Kentuoky's Jerome Perry for possession after grabbing
the rebound during their nonconference game at Pitts-
burgh Monday night as Dukes' Jarrett Durham (left) and
Western's Wayne Bright come in to assist. Dukes won the
game, 8735.
—VP I T 'linnet°
THE LEDGER is TIMES MURRAY. KENTUCKY THURSDAY — DECEMBER 18 1908
Ky. Wesleyan
Tops E'ville
Second-ranked Kentucky Wes-
leyan protected its borne win-
ning streak Wednesday night with
an 80-74 victory over 9th-raeked
Evansville in a game at Owens-
boro.
In tonight's Kentucky college
basketball card, Georgia South-
ern and Eastern collide, Cal-
vary in the Spring Arbor, Mich.
tourney, Centre in Washington
and Lee Tournament, Kentucky
state will play at Franklin, Ohio,
Pikeville in the North Folk Tour-
nament and Union, Tenn., at Cam-
pbellsville.
In other Kentucky college play
Wednesday night, Terry Ander-
son netted 37 points to enable
Urbana (Ohio) to down Calvary
College 137-124 in the consola-
tion game of the Spring Arbor,
Mich. tourney.
Oral Roberts University de-
feated Bellar mine, 84-76, in a
game at Louisville that had the
lead change hands at least a
dozen times.
At Barbourville, Bob Long led
Cumberland College with 29poin-
ts and 18 rebounds in dumping
Union 91-82.
Guard Ron Williams with 19
points, helped Murray State win
over William Penn College, 112-
71, at Murray.Murray St.
Rolls 112-71
MURRAY, Ky.—Once-beaten
yurray State scored its seventh
win of the year here last night,
downing outclassed William
Penn 112-71.
Reserves played freely for
Atte Ohio Valley Conference
team and two of the Thorough-
bred subs, Ron Williams (19)
and Bill Mancini (16), were
among the scoring leaders for
the game.
Murray regulars Claude Vir-
'den (17), Jimmy Young (14)
and Steve Riley (12) also got in
their scoring licks before be-
ing given a rest.
, William Penn, now 4-2 for the
'season, was headed offensively
by Eric Otton, who pitched in
24, and Al Goodman and Bob
Kirejew, with 17 and 11, re-
spectively.
Murray St. William Pena
• F T • PT
Proetv 1 0-1 4 Unct,twood 2 0-1 A
Tains 70-0 la Coon 0 2 1 1Riley $ 2-3 /2 Otto III-•24
Stevogian 4 1-2 0 Sliver 1 0-0 2Virden 0 1-2 17 V' nd'rw'll• o S-i 0
=Irma ; 10 GC:0,„••• 1 7-0 17 
IrilT I i 1g:trL1 M.cn,tn 6 41 16
Toi•N 47 11-.W 112 Totals 2021-27 71
Matttims: U  St. 0I-33
Baltimore Downs
Atlanta
UPI Sports Writer 0
The Atlanta Hawks cut down
the New York Knicks one night
but that ran into a hail of
bullets.
There wasn't even any justice
In having their top scorer net 44
points to take game honors.
Lou Hudson just couldn't swing
the tide alone.
A Baltimore trio of Jack
Mann (30 points), Gus Johnson
(29) and Earl Monroe (27)
caught the Hawks sagging from
a one-point overtime win over
the Knicks the previous evening
and gunned down Atlanta, 138-
133, Wednesday night.
Baltimore, defending Eastern
champion in the National
Basketball Association, moved
within 51/2 games of New York
with the victory. The Bullets
also maintained a 1½ game
edge over third-place Milwauk-
ee, which routed Boston 124-106.
San Diego Nat Detroit, 114-107,
and Seattle whipped Cincinnati,
117-104, in other games.
It took a spectacular 44-point
fourth-quarter effort for Balti-
more to stave off Atl
determined bid in the
period. The Hawks finished the
last 12 minutes with 41 points.
Baltimore gained a 15-point
lead in the first quarter and
then spent the rest of the game
holding off the Hawks. Balti-
more led, 63-59, at halftime but
that margin was cut to 94-89 at
the end of three sessions.
Atlanta tied the score twice in
the last half, but Baltimore
again drew away.
Lew Alcindor tallied 29 points
for Milwaukee and Flynn
Robinson scored 27 as the
Bucks snapped Boston's three-
game winning streak. Henry
Finkel led Boston with 23
points.
Detroit lost its fourth conse-
cutive game when San Diego
recovered from a 13-point
deficit early in the game behind
Jim Barnett's 21 points, seven
of them in the last three
minutes of the game. Jimmy
Walker paced Detroit with 21
mats. -
Seattle rookies I,u( ins Allen
and Lee Winfield guided the
uper Soule' to victory ova!,
Steinmark Begins
His Rehabilitation
HOUSTON (UPI) — Fred
Steinmark, the starting safety
for the national champion
Texas Longhorns who had a
cancerous leg amputated less
than a week after the regular
season ended, walked around on
crutches Wednesday night,
A spokesman for M.D.
Anderson Hospital in Houston
said Steinmark "has begun his
rehabilitation." It was the first
time Steinmark has been out of
his hospital bed since his
cancerous left leg was removed
at the hip last Friday.
Texas Coach Darrell Royal,
one of St einmar k's regular
visitors, watched his former
junior defensive standout hobble
about the fourth floor hospital
corridor.
"The kid's amaikg," Royal
said.
Royal is one of only two
persons outside the Steinmark
family allowed to see the 20-
year-old Steinmark. The other
is Linda Wheeler, Steinmarlr's
sweetheart from Wheatridge,
Colo.
The hospital spokesman said
It was not known how long the
preliminary rehabilitation
would take or at what pace
doctors plan to exercise Stein-
mark.
Pacers Edge Mi
INDIANAPOLIS (UPI)-- Indi-
anapolis defeated San Antonio,
44-38, in sudden-death overtime
to win the Continental Football
League championship.
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011ie Taylor Leads Houston
To Upset Over Santa Clara
By STU CAMEN
UPI Sprts Writer
Basketball fans in Houston
were treated Wednesday night
to another impressive perfor-
mance of the city's newest hit
show "Hello 011ie."
The hero is 011ie Taylor, a 6-
foot-2 jumping-jack forward
recruited off the playgrounds of
New York, a breeding ground
for basketball talent. Taylor's
latest performance saw him
pump in 29 points to give
Houston a 91-76 upset over
eighth-ranked and previously
unbeaten Santa Clara.
The triumph was the 200-
ranked Cougars' seventh
straight this season. Sophomore
Jeff Hickman hit on seven of
eight shots in the final nine
minutes before intermission,
Including a 40-foot jump shot at
the buzzer.
Ogden Leads Santa Clara
Hickman finished with 18
points, as did teammate Melvin
while Ralph Ogden led
Santa Clara with 23 and Dennis
Awtrey had 21 for the Broncos.
Twelfth-ranked Ohio Universi-
By United Press International
John Barnhill and the Indiana
Pacers are thankful today the
American Basketball Associa-
tion has three-point field goals.
Barnhill sank a three-pointer
with six seconds left Wednes-
41
Jay night to give the Pacers a
101-100 victory over the Miami
Floridians. Miami had appeared
to wrap the game up when
Willie Murrell hit two free
throws with eight seconds to go.
The victory enabled the
pacers to stay 41 2 games ahead
In other ABA action, the New
Orleans Bucs beat the New
York Nets, 111-100, and the Los
Angeles Stars, sparked b
Willie WLse's key baskets,
defeated the Carolina cougars,
105-98.
Small College
Cage Ratings
NEW -YORK (UPI)—The
United Press International top
20 small college basketball
teams with first place votes in
parentheses. (Second week).
Team Points
1. Ashland (1'7) 305
2. Ky. Wesleyan (9) 241
3. Gannon (1) 210
4, Arn. Intl (1) 138
5, S.F. Austin (2) 123
6. East. New Alex (1) 122
7, S.W. Louisiana 108
8, S.W. Missouri 107
9. Evansville (1) 94
10. Eastern Mich. (1) 61
11. Howard Payti (1) 57
12. Puget Sound (1) 51
13. Central (0.) St. 42
14. Alcorn ALM 25
15. Cheyney St. 22
16. Oglethorpe
17. Assumption
18. Ind. (Ind.) St.
19. Tennessee ALI
20, Louisiana Tech
20
17
16
14
10
Others receiving five or more
points: Southern Colorado, Cal
Poly, U. Cal. Davis, South
Dakota' State, Stetson, Gram-
bling, entral Washington,
North Dakota, Trinity (Tex.),
Old Dominion, St. Mary's
(Tex,), Rockhurst.
Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)—Darrell
Royal would love to enjoy it a
little, but they won't let him.
The trouble is that he and his
national champion Texas Long-
horns are No. 1 in the country.
That makes them the fastest
guns in the West.
They've made their reputa-
tions where it counts most, out
on the field, but everywherc
Royal goes he still finds thos:
who want more proof, It could
get a little sticky especially
with all that rumbling out oi
University Park, Pa., where
Penn State's Joe Paterno
doesn't feel his club is No. 2,
but Royal understands perfectly
the way he feels and makes a
point of checking his firearms
at the door before being drawn
into the controversy.
Have An Old Saying
"We have an old saying in
the Southwest," says Royal,
who was here to be presented
with the MacArthur Bowl
Tuesday night at the National
Football Foundation and Hall of
Fame dinner, "and it goes like
this: 'There ain't a horse that
can't be rode and there ain't a
man that can't be throwed,' As
far as I'm concerned the same
thing applies to being the No. 1
team. Although we know it's a
great honor and carries a lot of
prestige, we're not popping our
buttons off and claiming we can
lick the world."
Essentially, thLs is pretty
much the same thing Darrell
Royal said when he led Texas
to its previous national title six
years ago.
With the furore over who's
really No. 1 having reached all
the way to the White House,
Royal concedes it's difficult for
him to be objective in making
any personal assessment of his
Texas tall club compared with
the Penn State gang Paterno
keeps hollering about.
"I've always said I never felt
any one club is No. 1," Royal
reminds, "but by the same
token I do feel we have as good
a tall club as anybody else and
if they are going to give out
any kind of award for the
outstanding team then I cer-
tainly feel we deserve it."
Not Against Rankings
Royal makes it clear he's not
against national rankings such
as established his longhorns the
No, 1 team with the UPI's
board of major college coaches.
"We didn't start out looking
for a national ranking," Royal
says, "but once you get there
It's a great honor, a big thing.
Of course we like it, We make
no bones of the fact. And the
players aren't the only ones
who like it. Coaches do too.
We're like athletes, pretty
much the same, We like to he
recognized. But you have to
bear in mind that polls
represent opinions and every-
one is entitled to his opinion,
including Joe Paterno.
"I can see why he's so proud
of his team. They've gone 29
games without a loss. I know
Joe Paterno and I know he's
sincere in the way he (Kis
labout his team. There'd be
t), after racking up four
straight wins at the expense of
Big Ten teams, picked on out-
manned Northern Illinois for
triumph No, 5, beating the
Huskies, 84-72, Junior center
Craig Love's 20 points led Ohio
U. past the stubborn Huskies
who held a three-point lead at
halftime,
Missouri, off to its best start
In 10 years, used Theo Franks'
21 points and 17 more by Doug
Johnson to whip Colorado State,
81-55, for the Tigers' fifth
consecutive victory. Mike Child-
ress led the Rams with 16
points.
Columbia and North Carolina
State also remained unbeaten,
the Lions going into overtime
before subduing Fordham, 80-
69, and the Wolfpa/, trimming
Auburn, 76-69, 
Tallies 35 Points
points for Columbia as the
Lions snapped Fordham's 25-
game home winning sfl'eak. The
ffljan 
Rams scored the first two
overtimeinMrctheMeleedoff thell:np:r iloc135,
but that was all they got as
ColumbiaiJimlts
Including four by McMillian, for
its seventh win.
Sophomore center Paul Coder
cone, ted 31 points for North
Carolina State and Vann
Williford chipped in with 20 as
Woleoack posted their filth
victory, Auburn was paced by
John Mengelt's 26 points.
Butler placed all five starters
in double figures to defeat
Michigan State, 81-60; Oklaho-
ma State's slow-down style of
lay stopped Texas. 54-51;
Butch Zatezalo's 19 points in
the second half enabled Clem-
son to hold off Alabama, 104-95;
Wake Forest edged East
Carolina, 53-52; and DePaul
weed St. Mary's (Calif.), 93-
89, behind Joey Meyers' 25
ints.
a • other major games,
Princeton beat Evansville, BC •
74,
•
•
•
College Cage
Results
Louisville
Male Leads
State Poll
Louisville Male High School,
boasting a talented front line
veraging 6-feet-6, is an almost
ous choice for the top
sition in this week's United
Press International Kentucky
igh school basketball ratings.
Coach Jim Huter's Purples
ere picked as the best in the
Commonwealth by all but one
oach on UPI's BoardofCoac.hes.
The only other school to win
first-place vote is Central City,
ich has four starters back
from a team that compiled a
6-5 record last season.
Central City edged Covington
atholic for second place by
ur points under a system that
ives 10 points for first - place
otes, 9 for second place, 8 for
d place, etc.
Schools from the Louisville
ea dominated the top ten pos-
itions with Thomas Jefferson in
ourth place, St. Xavier in sev-
th place, and Westport ninth.
Louisville Central, the defend-
ing state champion, just missed
e top tea.
The top ten, with first-place
votes in parentheses:
1. Louisville Male (10)
2, Central City (1)
3. Covington Catholic
4. Thomas Jefferson
5, Clark County
6. Johnson Central
7. Louisville St. Xavier
96
56
52
49
46
32
26
8. Paducah Tilghman 22
9. Westport 21
10. Covington Holmes 20
Other teams receiving votes:
Louisville Central, Richmond
Madison, Lexington Henry Clay,
Danville, Ashland, Lexington
Takes Creek, Covington Holy
Cross Bowling Green, Newport
Catholic, Lexington Bryan Sta-
tion, Holy County, Bardstown,
Breathitt County, Hazel Green,
liopkinsville, North Hopkins,
Warren East, Union County, Ow-
ensboro, Anderson County, Plea-
sure Ridge Park, Louisville Mail.
ual, Pendleton County, Newport,
Shelby County, Lexington Catho-
liF, Erlanger St. Henry.
1Rangers Stretch Divisional
Lead Over Boston Last Night
By United Press International
Coach Emile Francis insists
at his New York Rangers
n't let down against Western
'vision rivals in the National
Hockey League. But he can't
say the same thing about the
fficials when East meets West.
Dave Balon scored twice in
e last period Wednesday night
give the Rangers a 2-2 tie
th the Philadelphia Flyers.
he deadlock enabled New
ork to stretch its Eastern
ivision lead to three points
ver idle Boston, but after the
e Francis was far from
y.
"If that's refereeing, I'm a
onkey's uncle," Francis said
bout referee Vern Buffey. "He
just standing around all
ame doing nothing, then he
called a crucial penalty
against Vic Hadfield of New
York for tripping at 17:11 of the
d period), He had a night
ft He was letting everything
o. Infractions could have been
called all night, but he wasn't
earing down,"
The Rangers are unbeaten
t Western teams in 13
es, but until Balon's second
oat with less than four
minutes left, it looked like
hiladelphia goalie Bernie
arent had the situation well in
and.
"It looked for awhile like the
angers could get a hundred
hots and not score," Philadel-
Ilia coach Vic Stasiuk said.
The Rangers actually got off 48
shots on the goal compared to
0 for the Flyers.
Joe Watson and Lew Morri-
son scored in the first and
second periods to give the
Flyers a 2,-0 lead.
Henri Richard scored twice,
including a 35-footer in the
second period that turned out to
e the winning goal, as the
Montreal Canadiens beat the
Pittsburgh Penguins 5-2; voter-
Football faced ban
NEW YORK (UP1)—Coller
football was nearly banned in
1905 when 18 deaths brought
a torrent of criticism and a
warning from President Theo-
dore Roosevdt that the game
ust adopt safety measures.
I.
an Earl Ingarfteld tallied a pair
of third-period goals to lift the
Oakland Seals to a 3-1 victory
over the Minnesota North Stars
and the Los Angeles Kings got
three goals in the final period
to defeat the Chicago Black
Hawks 3-1,
The Kings' provided NEW
COACH Johnny Wilson with his
first victory and put on a rare
display of fire power with 36
shots on goal. Eddie Shack tied
the score 1-1 with a goal at 3:51
of the third period, and Jimmy
Peters and Butch Goring each
scored within the next eight
minutes for the Kings' victory.
Ingarfiel, who has only three
goals this season, scored twice
for Oakland in the third period
after the Seals' Gary Jarrett
and Minnesota's Danny Grant
had scored to tie the game 1-1.
CLEMSON HIRES
ND COACH
CLEMSON, S.C. (UPI)— Cecil
"Hootie" Ingram was officially
resented as Clemson Universl-
y's new head football coach
ednesday, replacing Frank
Howard, who last week relin-
quished the post after 30 years.
Ingram, Arkansas defensive
coach, signed a five-year
contract at an undisclosed
salary.
Howard, at an afternoon news
conference at Clemson, re-
ferred to the 36-year-old Razor-
back defensive genius as "a
man who has what we want in
a winning tradition,"
"There are a lot of different
ways to win in football, but
there is only one sure way and
that's good hard work," Ingram
said. "I can tell you we'll have
plenty of that,"
He said he plans a passing
offense at Clemson but every-
thing will be based on a sound
ground game,
Howard, who remained as
athletic director. said Ingram
will get all the help he needs to
run the football program, but
added "I don't plan to run his
business —he'll be the coach."
By nited Press International
Phila. Tex. 75 Scranton 71 Angels' °gib' no-hieer
Houston 91 Santa Clara 76 ANAHEIM, Calif. (UPI)—Bo
North Car. St. 76 Auburn 69 Belinsky pitched the California
De Paul ,93 St. Mary's (Cal.) 89 Angels only no-hitter. That was
Okla, St. 54 U. of Texas 51 on May 5, 1962, against Ba16-
S.W. La. 69 West Texas 67 more, with the Angels winning
Gannon 101 ClvInd. St. 75 2-0 at home. The losing pitcher
Ohio U. 84 No. Illinois 72 was Steve Barber.
Ky. Wesleyan 80 Evansville 74
Princeton 67 Navy 60
Clemson 104 Alabama 95
Wake Forest 53 East Car. 52
Columbia 80 Fordham 69, o.t
Montclair St. 70 Upsala 55
Kings Pt. 79 Stevens Tech 46
Queens Coll. 75 Pratt 61
Butler 81 Mich. St. 60
Fent. Mich. 81 Akron 63
something missing in him if he
didn't feel the way be Wee."
* *
Hard worker
LOS ANGELES (UPI)—Don
Drysdale pitched nearly 3,500
innings in 518 major league
games during his 14-year career
with the Los Angeles Dodgers.
Before his retirement during the
1969 season, Drysdale was the
last remaining active player who
had played with the team when
it was known the Brooklyn
Dodgers.
as
• '•  • • •••  • • • • • • • • \ • • • \ • • \ \ • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • N.\
CYPRESS SPRINGS
-- RESTAURANT —
(FORMERLY MORGAN'S)
OVERLOOKING BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE
SPECIAL!!
Friday, Saturday & Sunday
December 1 9-2 1
BROASTED CHICKEN DINNER
Includes
Reg.
$1.75 FOR
2 Chicken, Broasted Potatoes,
Rolls, Butter, Honey
ALSO SERVING . .
Cole Slaw,
• FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
• SEAFOODS & STEAKS
New Concord, Kentucky
Louie IIIIams, owner Phone 434-54%aormsonmer • • • • • • • • • • • • •
-GIFT CE RTIFICAT E-
Beginning Now Underway, Reece's Unprecedented
FILE
FOR A LIMITED TIME
BARRIER WITH THIS UNPRECEDENTED
pPe-ChPiStmaS
-FREE GIFT WRAP PING -
20% Off On All Sweaters
Cardigans, Vee-Necks, and Pullovers
NOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME IN OUR HISTORY, REECE'S BREAKS THE PRICE
PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE. WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED HUNDREDS AND HUNDREDS OF BRAND NEW, FALL FM, STYLE-
MART AND HART, SCHAFFNER /3 MARX SUITS... IN REGULARS, SHORTS, LONGS, EXTRA LONGS AND STOUTS •
35'S TO 41'S AND A GOOD SELECTION OF ALLIGATOR RAINCOATS, ALL-WEATHER COATS ... ALL SIZES, MODELS.
Reduced For Tremendous Savings!
JANUARY SAVINGS
Right here NOW in December!
•
BUY NOW. . . Use Our Convenient
LAYAWAY . . . If You Prefer
Hart Schaffner & Marx — Style-Mart
and
Alligator Rainwear
. at BUDGET - PLEASING Reductions 510 W. Main
OPEN EVE RY NIGHT UNTIL CH) ISTMAS
•
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Dinner Party Held
Smock Home For
Bridal Couple
The beautiful home of Mr.
and Mrs. Hunt Smock, River-
wood Road, was the scene for
a lovely dinner party Saturday,
December 13, at six-thirty in the
evening, honoring Miss Kay
Pinkley and Gary Roedemeier,
whose wedding will be an event
of Saturday, December 20.
The honoree, Miss Pinkley,
chose to wear from her trous-
seau a pale blue, double knit
dress with matching accessor-
ies.
The house was beautifully de-
corated in keeping with the
holiday season. An arrangement
of four individual tapers sur-
rounded with holly and mistle-
toe adorned the dining table
4( with place cards, where dinner
was served buffet style.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Nanny, Mr. a n d
Mrs Harold Hurt, Miss Jane
(Relate, Nick Bpadifino, Miss
Linda Brownfield, Dan Miller,
Miss Unda Roedemeier, sister
of the groom-elect, Bridgeton,
Mo., George Chancellor of Pa-
ducah, and the hosts, Mr. and
Mrs. Smock-
•Ot
• • •
Plans Completed By
Julia Kay Pinkley
For Her Wedding
Miss Julia Kay Pinkley,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L K.
Pinkley of Murray, has com-
pleted plans for her wedding
to Gary Lynn Roedemeier, of
Paducah, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold C. Roedemeier of Bridge-
ton, Missouri
The ceremony will be solem-
nized on Saturday, December
20, at seven-thirty o'clock in
the evening at the Lutheran
Church with Pastor Paul Danner
of Paducah reading the double
ring ceremony.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Mrs. Rich-
ard Farrell, organist and Mrs.
David Berry, soloist.
The bride-elect will be given
in marriage by her father and
has chosen Miss Jane Belote as
her maid of honor.
The bridesmaids will be Miss
Mary Anne Orr, of Clarksville,
Tennessee, cousin of the bride-
elect, Miss Linda Roedemeier,
Bridgeton, Missouri, sister of
the groom-elect, Miss Jeanne
Diuguid and Miss Debbie Ed-
monds of Murray.
Dennis Roedemeier, of Niles,
Michigan, will serve as best
man for his brother.
The ushers will be Charles
Shroeder, of Atlanta, Georgia,
Robert Nolte, of Chicago, Illin-
ois, Charles Hanley, of Colum-
bia, Missouri, and George Chan-
cellor of Paducah.
Following the ceremony a re-
ception will be held at the Cal-
loway County Country Club.
All relatives and friends are
invitsd to attend. Only out of
town invitations are being sent.
Se.
Don't know a size at Christ-
mas shopping time? Solve the
problem by selecting a knitted
hat and matching scarf. In
stripes, plaids, geometries and
solids these sets add up to
practical, fashion chic for fe-
males of all ages.
Brown/Gold
THE LEDGER ar TIME. — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Workers resent
gift to boss
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I'm just a poor working stiff [office job)
with a big company, and I mean really BIG.
Today I received an inter-office memo informing me that
all the employees were getting together to "BUY THE BOSS
A BUICK."
Now, the boss needs somebody to buy him a Buick like I
need another head. Furthermore, I think it's a cheap trick to
put the arm on all the employees this way.
So what's a guy supposed to do? If I refuse, it's sure to
get back to the boss, and you know what will happen to me.
If I go along with it [which is probably the only thing I
can do] I will hate myself. Got any advice?
WORKING STIFF
DEAR STIFF: If there are other "working stiffs" in
your organization who share your feelings [and there must
be], why don't you quit griping, and DO something about it?
DEAR ABBY: Our son who is 18 and in the Navy spent
several months training in a distant state. During the last
two months there he met a girl and spent every week-end
with her. When he came home on leave he informed us that
he was going to marry her within two weeks! NeedlesS to
say, we were shocked because she is only 17.
He is due to go overseas soon for at least a year, so we
suggested they become engaged until they were sure of their
feelings. It was then that he told us that they couldn't wait
because she was pregnant.
After some questioning, he told us that he's not really
sure she is pregnant, but she "thinks" she is. Also he is not
really sure that he is the father, as she's dated several other
service men that he knows, but she says he's the one.
Our son told us that the girl doesn't get along with her
parents and is very eager to get away from home.
I do not condone our son's actions, but if he IS responsi-
ble for this girl's condition he should certainly face up to his
responsibility. Still, how does one really know under the
circumstances if it's really his responsibility? Can you ad-
vise us? WORRIED PARENTS
DEAR PARENTS: First, your son needs legal counseL
And the chaplain on his base will be helpful. too. No young
man should jump into marriage under any circumstances—
especially the one you describe.
DEAR ABBY: This is for "TROUBLED," who married a
homosexual. Abby, I'm glad you pointed out that he was
"BI-SEXUAL," because any man who can go back and forth
between both sexes is "bi"—not "homo."
Well, I married a man like that and I'm the happiest
woman alive. I accept my husband's past, and even kid with
him about the type of men "we" like.
I am sure he would never go with another man again for
the same reason I wouldn't. Neither one of us would want to
hurt the wilier by an act of infidelity.
So to that woman who is "troubled" because her husband
had a man in his past, let me say this: Take pride, my dear,
that of all the women and MEN he knew, he chose YOU! Sign
This LUCKY ME
CONFIDENTIAL TO BETH: Tell your husband you want
a washer-dryer for Christmas. Clotheslines are for the birds.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.
90019. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Middies."
send Si to Abby, Box WM, Las Angeles, CaL MOIL
Traditional gifts for the 10th
wedding anniversary are made of
tin or aluminum.
The Voice of America is the
broadcast division of the United
States Information Agency.
A courtly shoe of two-tone antiqued leather,
brightly polished. Handsomely grounded
on a shaped heel and slightly extended sole.
(list colors here) .$17.99
Grey/Black
A feature
shoe on the
TONIGHT SHOW
Adams Shoe Store
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
A son was born to Captain
and Mrs. Urey W. Alexander,
Jr. on December 18 at the Muir-
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds,
eight ounces at birth.
His maternal grandparents
are Dr and Mrs. Max G. Car-
men of Murray. The paternal
grandparents are Col. and Mrs.
U. W. Alexander, Sr. of Car-
lisle Barracks, Pennsylvania.
The maternal great grandmo-
ther is Mrs. J. R. Riley of Paris,
Tennessee; the paternal 'peat
grandmothers are Mrs. Buford
B. Vein of Sulphur Springs,
Texas and Mrs. Hamilton Alex-
ander of Owensboro.
The baby has been named
Urey Woodson Alexander, M.
Captain Alexander is serving in
Viet Nam.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. William Peyton,
507 North First Street, Mur-
ray, announce the birth of a
baby boy, Cornell Nathaniel,
weighing six pounds 2% ounces,
born on Sunday, December 14,
at 4:05 am. at the Murray-Cal-
loway County Hospital.
The new father is a student
at Murray State University.
Grandparents are Rev. and Mrs.
C. N. Ricks of Jackson, Tenn,
and Mr. and Mrs. Cornell Pey-
ton of Hardinsburg.
• • II
Melinda Gail is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
S. Wild, Jr., of Route One, Sym-
sonia, for their baby girl, weigh-
ing eight pounds three ounces,
born on Tuesday, December 18,
at 3:40 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Angela Kay, age one. The fath-
er is employed by Allan Rhodes
at Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs. G. S. Wild, Sr., of Gilberts
vile and Mr. and Mrs. G C.
Graham, Jr., of Symsonia
Great grandparents are Mrs. Al-
fred Wild of Washington, D. C
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Collier
and Mrs. Grover C. Graham all
of Symsonia.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Dannie Harri-
son, 1621 Hamilton, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Brian Keith, weighing eight
pounds, born on Monday, De-
:ember 15, at seven p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-
tal.
They have two other sons,
Dan Todd, age five, and Rich-
ard Earl, age twenty-one
months. The father is a teacher
eeewomics department of
Hurray State University.
Mrs. Inez Harrison of 1317
Vine Street, Murray, is the
paternal grandmother and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Earl Maisel of
Cahokia, Ill., are the maternal
grandparents. Richard McGuire
of Lynnville Route One is a
paternal great grandfather.
Bethany Class Has
Dinner Meeting
At The Orr Home
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Orr open
ed their home on South 12th
Street for the potluck dinner
meeting held by the Bethany
Sunday School Class of the First
Baptist Church on Monday, De
cember 15.
Dr. H. C. Chiles and Vester
Orr brought humorist happen-
ings of the past.
 The church pastor, Dr Chiles,
also asked "What does Christ-
mas mean to you" and outlined
things of what Christmas should
be, namely family reunions, joy,
fellowship, giving and receiv-
ing gifts, peace, fleeting o f
time, and the new gift God
wants to give each one
Dr. Chiles also read from the
second chapter of Luke.
Mrs. Inez Claxton was pro-
gram chairman and introduced
Dr. Chiles and Mr. Orr A vo-
cal solo was sung by Dr Eula
McCain.
The president, Mrs Noel Me-
lugin, presided and welcomed
the members and their husb-
ands Group singing of Christ-
mas carols was held.
Mrs. 0. C. Wells presented
the class teacher, Mrs V W.
Parker, and Dr. Chiles with a
gift from the class. The closing
prayer was led by Rev R A.
Stinker.
A potluck dinner was served
to the thirty-two members and
their husbands Special guests
were Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Ket-
chin.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Mrs. Vester Orr, NIT. ,me
Parker, and Mrs. Edgar Morris.
• • •
Paper mountain
NEW YORK (UPI)--If your
flies are jammed with unneces-
sary paper, you're not alone.
According to a survey by BINA,
the Business Equipment Manu-
facturers Association, more than
1.5 quadrillion pieces of paper
are now on file in business and
government offices enough,
paper to circk the solar systeni
four times.
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
haw
Afternoon Circles
Hear Mrs. Dodson
Speak About Greece
Mrs. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
was the speaker for the afternoon
circles of the First Halted Meth-
°dist Church at the meeting held
on Tuesday, December 9, at two.
thirty o'clock in the afternoon
at her home on North Tenth
Street.
She spoke on her experiences
In Greece at Christmas time,
describing the Greeks as won-
derful people who made lasting
friends.
The hostess exhibited Greek
needlepoint, carved wood from
olive trees, copper, pottery, gla-
ss, worry beads, beautiful Greek
dolls, and woven material. She
described the grey olive grooves
and beautiful red roses she used
to decorate her home at Christ-
mas while in Greece.
She complimented the music
and language and described the
people as most exciting. On Ch-
ristmas day in Greece she in-
vited single teachers, service-
men, and a family with children
bar dinner after attending the
Festival of Life on Christmas
Eve,
Mrs. F. E. Crawford of the
Faith Doran Circle presided
and introduced Mrs . Burnett
Warterfield of Circle I who gave
the devotion on "Good News for
Modern Man". She read "To-
day's English Version" of the
birth of Christ from Luke and
gave the meditation on the con-
tinuation of Jesus' life. Mrs.
Helen Lassiter of the Faith Doran
Circle led in prayer.
Delicious refreshments were
served from a beautifully decora-
ted tea table by the hostesses
from the two circles, Mesdames
David Henry, Robert Smith, Law.
ton Alexander, E. A. Lundquist,
uth Weeks, J. T. Sammons,
Mettle Parker,
Mrs. Carl Rowland and Mrs.
Aubrey Farmer were in charge
of the collection of the gifts
ifor Western State Hospital pat-
ients.
The average American male
six feet tall weighs 166 pounds.
Long
Life
WHIPPING
CREAM
Keeps six to eight
weeks on the shelf.
Keeps better if refrigerated.
This enables you to get
whipping cream weeks a
head for the time when you
may need it.
Foil Lined Carton
The colder you whip it, the
'setter results you get. Chill
the howl and the whipping
ure,itin hut do not freeze.
BUY AND STORE WEEKS
IN ADVANCE
Ryan Milk
Company
Grads "A" Division
THURSDAY — DECEMBER 18, 1969
•1111r •■•••
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
Bucy-Hanson Engagement
Miss Bettie Bucy
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Bucy of Hazel Route Two announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Bettie,
to Bradley C. Hanson, son of Mr. and Mrs Martin Hanson of
LeClaire, Iowa.
Miss Bucy is presently attending Murray State University
where she is a senior majoring in business education. She is a
graduate of Calloway County High School.
Mr. Hanson Is a 1968 graduate of Murray State University
where he majored in business administration. He is now employ-
ed as a sales representative with the Hamilton Cosco Company,
Inc., in Indiana.
An early spring wedding is being planned.
PERSONALS
Engineman Second Class Ron-
aid L. Fox of the United States
Navy stationed at Norfolk Naval
Base, Norfolk, Va., is spending
the Christmas holidays with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lee W.
Fox, 524 South 6th Street, Mar-
ray.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cable and
sons, Joe Mac, Jeffrey, and Mi-
chael, of Oak Ridge, Tenn., will
spend the holidays with their
mothers and grandmothers, Mrs.
Ray Cable and Mrs. Novel Mc-
Reynolds.
Thursday, December 18
The Magazine Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. L. J. Hort-
in, 1803 Lincoln Drive, at 2:30
p.m.
• • •
The Zeta Department of the
Murray WOMILKI'S Club will have
an open house at the home of
Mrs. Frank Kane, 1817 Keene-
land Drive, from 7:30 to 9.00
p.m. Hostesses are Miss Vivian
Hale, Mesdames Franklin Fitch,
Eugene Flood, Henry Fulton,
Robert Hahs, and Raymond He-
witt.
• • •
The Business and Profession-
al Women's Club will have its
dinner meeting at the WoMan's
Club House at 6:30 p.m.
• • •
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at the Ma-
sonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Fidelis Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church will meet in the fellow-
ship hall of the church at II
a.m. for the annual Christmar
party. A potluck lunch vrill be
served and each is to bring
small gift for exchange. Al'
members are urged to attend.
• • •
Friday, December 19
The Diller or Dollar Bowling
League will bowl at 11 a.m. in
order to be finished in time for
school dismissal. Members
please note change in time.
• • •
The Lynn Grove Homemak-
ers Club will have a Christmas
party at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord at seven p.m.
• • •
Saturday, December 20
The Murray Firetts will meet
at six p.m.
• • •
The Waiting Wives Club will
meet at the Holiday Inn at
seven p.m. Small gifts will be
exchanged.
• • •
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will have a potluck
supper at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. William E. Moffett at 6:30
p.m. Novelty gifts will be ex-
changed. Each is asked to bring
fruit, canned goods, etc., to be
given to a needy family.
• • •
It is about as expensive to live
in Cairo, United Arab Republic,
as in Bonn, West Germany.
The Table Is All Decked With
Greenery And Fine
Things To Eat_ _
at
THE HOLIDAY ROOM
Of THE BANK of MURRAY
Please loin Us During Banking Hours
Between Now and CHRISTMAS
THE
BANK of MURRAY
4 th & MAIN MURRAY
MatlialitWitilitiNlitilanoratarannrinnara fieliNtWIN
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Pictures with predominately
warm colors, red, yellow, ov
ange or brown combine easily
with frames of gold and/or
warm woods, task and walnut.
Frames of silver and grayed
tones enhance pictures with
mostly cool colors, blues,
greens, grays, and white. —
Mrs. Mildred W. Potts, La Cen-
ter, Ky. 42058. Phone 665-5671
as.
Hata are among the best fri-
ends a woman's face can have,
for they kindly soften and shade
it. Despite the decline in popu-
larity of hats, not a single top
fashion designer presents a col-
lection without hats, for they
all know very well that a hat
is an indispendsable element of
an elegant ensemble. There are
certain social occasions when it
is obligatory for a woman to
wear a hat — at weddings, fun-
erals, christenings — in fact,
at any church service — at
elegant or official luncheons
teas, cocktail parties, at ell di-
plomatic receptions. The errors
we most often make in wearing
hats are to wear a far too dres-
sy hat in the daytime and a not
dressy-enough one in the even-
ing — Mrs. Catherine C. Thomp-
son, Hickman, Ky. 42050. Tele-
phone 238-2351.
• • •
BUYING A DISHWASHER —
Look for a model that has full-
size spray arms at top and bet
tom, plus a central spray. Thu
gives more uniform washing as
well as rinsing. The larger load
ing capacity 15 also worth the
extra cost as the average tam
ily operates the dishwasher on
ly once a day and cooking uten
ails can be washed also. — Ju
anita Amonett, Courthouse, Pa
ducat/ Ky. 4200L Telephone
442-2718.
• • •
Need bread crumbs fcrr your
holiday cioking? These can be
made either by hand or in your
blender. To prepare soft bread
crumbs by hand, use a gentle
shredding motion to pull off
fine crumbs with the fingers or
fork. Coarser crumbs are made
by pulling off larger pieces. To
speed up the process, drop 'lic.
es of bread which have been
torn into 4-8 pieces into a blezi
der and run for a few seconds.
Extra seconds in the blender
increases the fineness of the
crumbs. — Pat Everett, Court-
house, Benton, Ky., 42025. Tele-
phone 527-8801.
• • •
SELECTING A GOOD TOY—
Toddlers 18 months to 3 years—
The Child is more active and
his desire to talk, ride and ex-
plore has greatly increased. He
has a vivid imagination and has
fun with playthings that imitate
grownup activity: stick horses,
small tricycles, wagons, dress-
up clothes, dolls and doll furni-
ture, simple picture books, clay,
small gym equipment.
• • •
MANAGEMENT — How can
we know that we have been suc-
cessful in management? What
are some evidences? Maybe
these guidelines would help:
Does each member of the fam-
ily understand the basic pro-
blems, such as how to get a-
long with each other, satisfy
needs for food, clothing shelter,
etc' Does each member have an
opportunity to take part in de-
cision making? Are they able
to make adjustments when a
decision is made? Is there free-
dom to discuss controversial
matters in the family group?
Do individual Members have a
chance to make independent
choices and be responsible for
the results? Does family mem-
bers show initiative and lead-
ership in management? Does
everyone contribute to the fam-
ily to the extent of his ability
without demanding undue sac
rifice of other members? —
Irma Hamilton, Courthouse,
Mayfield, Ky. 42068. Telephone
247-2334.
• • •
To keep foliage clean on
house plants use a soft, damp
cloth to remove the dust. A
few drops of olive oil on a soft
cloth can also be used and will
leave the foliage shining. Mei-
ern heating systems take a goof
deal of moisture from the air
so be sure to give your plants
sufficient water. — Maxine
Griffin, Federal Building, Clln
ton, Ky. 42031. Telephone 633
2231.
• • •
There are more than 200
species of birds and about 675
types of trees in New York's
Central Park, says the National
Geographic.
Newark Mayor Addonlzlo
CRIME SPOTLIGHT centers on
New Jersey as Union Coun-
ty Judge Ralph De Vita ar-
rives at Princeton State Po-
lice barracks to surrender
under indictment on charge
of trying to bribe a prose-
cutor in a case involving or-
ganized crime. More such
action is in the offing, with
Newark and Mayor- Hugh ST
Addonizio under scrutiny.
Logo HARtiat one..' linked romantically with *the now Mrs.
Jacqueline Onassis. and his bride, the former -Pamela Colin,
London-based fashion editor of .Vogue Magazine. leave from
London on their honeyinoor. Lord Harlech was ambassador
• -tU the when John P. Kennedy was president.
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* ''' give the gift \**. ),.* ** that .keeps *** ** on giving ***. *
*** IPICAlj *
*
** .* 3,* RCA...Computer Crafted Color ...it's the Color you want! **
* PRICED FOR YOUR 
***
*
* console color , CHRISTMAS JOY *
*** Value-priced
* [AUTOMATIC CHROMA > ONLY!
*IALL WOOD CONSOLE >
** 25,000 VOLT CHASIS >
*
* Computer Crafted
Stereo Module
System—from RCA
S TORE S IN
• PADUCAH AND
• PARIS, TENN.
TILT-OUT CONTROLS >
GLARE-PROOF TUBE >
Color console
with fiddle-free
fine tuning!
RCA Solid State'
Color TV with A.F.T.
•one tube recttlier
The 8E11.1111
Moor GM MI
7r Mee , 71S m eetkoe
11111111MIMMIN1Wwilemeswws
ii..\-...TOMATiC DEVELOPMENT-TIMER is' s
,ou when your pcture is ready color .,
tO seconds, black and white in seconds USES
4 SHOT FLASHCUBE with built-in flashgun
ELECTRIC EYE and ELECTRONIC SHUTTER
for 'Iust.right- exposure
The CAULFIELD
Model GM-521
20' Meg.. 227 sq. In. Manse
INCLUDING FREE! 4It
POLAROID COLOR CAMERA
POLAROID
COLOtteaCK IV
Automatic Land Camera
$3995 value!
Yours free with
purchase of any
RCA console color TV
Hurry! This Offer Must End Soon
USE OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN
Lowest-priced
RCA TV gives
big performance
T he perfect
:.ersonal TV for
-)urself or as a
.jift Weeghs only
' 1 -Ibs
re Ellin
e'sdel AM.093
an. 43 st. is. Maws
BIG 19" diagonal
screen Portable,
low, low price!
Big screen
viewing famous
RCA quality,
budget-pleasing
price See this
one soon
the Sort JUAN
Model CM lei
IT doe us le Metro
Color console
fine tunes
automatically!
RCA Solid State'
Color TV with A.F.Tji7 Ola'aC:.(195E14.1rDi.t653
tut • t,t
. RCA's lowest
priced Console
Television
Compact console
TV offers big-screen
viewing enjoyment
Powerful chassis
See this value buy
the 90SWORto
Mode! CM- 55
??' Mae, 712 se le Wier.
RCA Computer Crafted Stereo ...breathtaking stereo sound!
The SS5000 SERIES Stems Mogul.. System Model •
Luxurious stereo sound
from Computer Crafted radio,
deluxe changer, 4 speakers„,.
100 watts peak power
YOUR CHOICE
$3.60 PER WEEK
- •••-•••••••••••••-.T...m..VMEIM1106"_...‘
I 111 1. ' I II I p,i is Homo'
WARD-ELKINS
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
-x-
Computer Crafted *
Six-Speaker
Stereo by RCA *
Computer Crafted
AM-FM-FM Stereo
tuner is designed for
sensitivity and selectivity
50 wattpeak power solid
state amplifier.
Studiomatic 4-speed
changer. Six-speaker
sound.
The ALCAZAR
Model VMT3S
STORES IN
MAYFIELD
MURRAY
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MSU GRADUATE-Lt. (j.g.) Mike Cherry, a native of Cald-
well County and a graduate of Murray State University,
beads sue of the most important units in Vietnam. He is
the commanding officer of the Navy unit charged with trans-
porting supplies and materiel to the fighting men in the Me-
kong Delta. Here, Lt. Cherry (left) examines the cargo
manifest of a ship at Can Tbo Harbor in Vietnam.
Caldwell Native Heads
Vital Unit In Vietnam
Lt. (1. g.) Michael Cherry, 206
South Cave St, Princeton, is of-
ficer in charge of one of the
smallest commands in the U.S.
Navy.
Coordinating the shipping of
vital military supplies and con-
struction materiels in Vietnam
Mekong Delta, the Military Sea
Transportation Service Unit,
Can The (MSTSU Can Tho),
which U. Cherry commands,
consists of only five persons.
MSTSU recently was awarded
the Navy Unit Commendation
In recognition of the outstanding
service it is providing.
(j. g.) Cherry, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Cherry, is a
graduate of Caldwell County
High School and Murray State
University. He is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Davis
and nephew of Dr. and Mrs.
Bert Halley, all of Paducah.
Each month, Lt. (j.g.) Cher-
ry's unit is responsible for co-
ordinating the transportation of
many tons of weapoas, ammuni-
tion, clothing, foodstuffs and all
other materiels and supplies re-
quired by military personnel
stationed in the Mekong Delta.
Philippine bank law
MANILA (U Pi) - President
Ferdinand E. Marcos has signed a
bill assuring greater protection to
small bank depositors.
The law, prompted by a bank
run last year, sets aside a fund of
15 million pesos (S2,500),to de-
positors who otherwise would
not recover their money in banks
closed by the Philippine Central
Bank.
New Beauty
Is Headed
For Stardom
By V ER NON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UP I)- After
few years in Hollywood one
evelopes a talent for distin-
guishing between a pretty
starlet and an actress headed
for major stardom.
The difference is clearly
apparent in Genevieve Bujold,
who co-stars with Richard
Burton in "Anne of the
Thousand Days."
Genevieve is dark-haired,
brown-eyed, slender and in-
tense.
But she must be seen to be
appreciated. There is a vi-
brance about the girl a sense of
excitement of which stars are
made. Better still, she is
apparently unaware of it all.
Genevieve is a French-
Canadian beauty who is thor-
oughly French in breeding,
background and temperament.
She believes devoutly in making
Quebec a Separate, independent
nation.
Her eyes flash angrily at
mention of the English-Cana-
disns,
English More Precise
"English is not my mother
tongue," she said. "But I must
say that English is more
precise and goes to the point
more directly than French. I
am that way myself.
"But I believe in freedom for
French-Canadians It is unfair
that our country make us
bilingual. We French-Canadians
must learn to speak English.
But the English-Canatibns are
not made to speak French."
When she becomes excited,
Genevieve, who is in her mid-
20s, finds herself using French
words. Her accent becomes
more pronounced.
Fortunately she needn't wor-
ry about running her French
and English together when she
is working.
"As an actress there is a
mechanism that prevents me
from slipping into a French
Mrs. Wallace, 59,
Dies In Cadiz;
Services Today
CADIZ, Ky., Dec. 17 - Mrs
Nonnie Beatrice Wallace, ea
died at 8 a.m. Wednesday it
Trigg County Hospital after a
two months illness She was
member of New Hope Baptist
Church.
Mrs. Wallace is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Jamees
Moore, of Trigg County; one
son, Wesley Wallace of Trigg
County; one brother, Monroe
Gordon of Hopkinsville; two sis-
ters, Mrs. Troy Adams and
Mrs. Peyton Thomas, both of
Trigg County; and four grand-
daughters.
Funeral rites will be conduct-
ed at 2 p.m. Thursday at Good-
win Funeral Home in Cadiz. The
Rev. Wade Cunningham will of-
ficiate. Burial will be in Atkins
Cemetery.
accent," she said. "And it is
curious, but when I am making
a picture in France, I clona
have to fear that my Canadian
accent will pop up."
Ha,s Made Eight Movies
In all, Genevieve has made
eight movies. Two were English
language films madb In
Canada Three were maue in
France with French dialogue.
Another three were filmed in
Canada in French.
There isn't the slightest trace
of Gallic accent in her latest
and most important movie, in
which she plays Anne Boleyn.
When most tyros star in a
major film with an established
star such as Burton they either
gush with praise or, defensive-
ly, pretend nonchalance.
Miss Bujold, who says she
will continue to make her home
in Montreal, was unimpressed
with Burton.
In the movie she more than
holds her own with the
stentorian Welshman who buys
those million-dollar baubles for
Elizabeth Taylor.
"I am enjoying my career,"
Genevieve concluded, "But I
must look forward to the day
when the French and English
will be entirely separated in
Canada."
In 1968, more than half of all
eported turnpike accidents in-
olved only one vehicle.
•
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'MOON ROCKS ON DISPLAY-These are the cities and times
NASA is putting on displays of Moon rocks brought back by
the Apollo 11 astronauts. The lunar samples weigh from two-
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Baltim
• Atlanta
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JANUARY
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  JULY  
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wined), Space C•nter
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thirds to two and one-half ounces, and range in size from
that of a walnut to that of a golf ball. The first to be re-
leased is at the Smithsonian Institution, in Washington
ATTENTION FARMERS
YOUR
TOBACCO
DOLLARS
EARN MORE HERE
CERTIFICATES - - $1,000 or more
BRUCE THOMAS
Manager
(Elf. Jan. 1)
r - ----- 76-R-hi-o/TEIT4 FORMATION  7 -- COUPON- --- USI- -f• ------ -
YOUR NAME 
Address 
MURRAY BRANCH
HOPKINSVILLE FWERAL SAYINGS & LOAN ASSN
Phone 753 7921 304 E. Main
Mod Squad
Star Says
Ladies Rare
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Be-
cause more pretty young things
arrive in Hollywood seeking
stardom than young men with
the same goal, the demography
of the town is distinctly
unbalanced.
Quick to notice this circum-
stance is actor Michael Cole,
the rebellious young star of
television's "Mod Squad."
Instead of finding the abun-
dance of friendly females a
windfall, Cole, a native of
Wisconsin, believes it an ill and
foreboding breeze.
"The balance of nature has
been changed," Cole exclaimed
with what might have been
indignation. "A funny thing is
happening out here that turns
around.
Guys Loaf Around
Now it's the guys who loaf
ground all day waiting for jobs
In pictures or television. And
Cie girls are the ones who hold
down jobs and own cars.
"Half the time it's the girl
stops by to pick up her
for a party. If she doesn't,
e other girl will."
a single man in his mid
, Cole has taken a puritani-
stance instead of enjoying
surroundings as did, say,
ol Flynn.
'It turns you off, man," Cole
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'Chicks are getting so
gTessive it shakes you up.
ey are constantly advertising
emselves like a Madison
enue product, packaged in
ini skirts and see-through
S.,,
This is bad?
"Yeah. If a guy's thinking
getting married, he's also
nsider ing what kind of
ther a chick will make.
Lady Is Rare
"But there's nothing more
e or precious in my age
oup in Hollywood than a lady.
ey don't know what it is to
gentle, modest or feminine..
-BURLEY
SALES
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Here is a table of Wednesdays
burley tobacco sales at Ken-
tucky markets as compiled by
the state Department of Agri-
culture:
Markets Pounds Sold Avg.
Bloomfield 47,536 $65.28
Bowling Green
Carrollton
Covington
Cynthiana
Danville
Franklin
Glasgow
Greensburg
Harrodsburg
Henderson
Hopkinsville
Horse Cave
Lebanon
153,500 63.51
387,050 71.42
76,444 68.00
450,516 69.16
345,612 66.67
61,250 64.7
138,340 65.15
172,550 :e.28
188,424 68.29
No Sale
39,210 65.48
173,300 64.20
118.:';: 67.42
Lexington 3,283,778 70.98
London 58,086 66.15
Louisville 131,714 67.67
Mayfield No Sale
Maysville 920,588 88.89
Morehead 378,082 00.07
Mt. Sterling 555,092 69.15
Owensboro 144,402 67.67
Paducah 82,148 64.84
Paris w13,314 89.17
Richmond 168,708 67.44
Russellville No Sale
Shelbyville 348,494 89.58
Somerset 411,878 6511
Springfield 45,086 68.25
Winchester 373,100 67.39
Totals 9,46,148 all
Youth and murk
CHICAGO (UPI)-Most ama-
teur musk makers in the United
States are over 21 years old,
according to the American Music
Conference. Of the 46.2 million
amateur musicians in the nation,
only 18.8'million are under 21,
the organization says.
Wife wanted
who could brew
WILMINGTON, Del. (UPI)-
John Rising, last Governor of
New Sweden, the area along the
Delaware River that was a Swed-
ish colony circa 1650, wrote
home for aid in selecting a wife
and apparently was less interest-
ed in pulchritude than in accom-
plishments. His specifications
for his lady-to-be included an
ability to "brew the ale and
make malt," according to hie
torians at Itheingold Brewerie.
* * *
Champ quits
STAMFORD, England (UPI)
Bill Ball, 21, who claims he is the
world record holder in drinking
beer, pledged to give up his
favorite competition when he
married Amencan teacher Luella
Kaplan. Ball grabbed the title I)),
downing a pint in 2.5 seconds.
"The chicks are making more
pacses than the guys because
there aren't enough of us to go
around, and they're worried
that they'll wind up without a
man of their own,
"What the chicks don't
(Wise is that this freedom of
eirs and the nude look is
working against them. It
ejects the normal standards.
"And the way things are
going, the dominance of the
female is ruining masculinity.
'm not going to let that happen
to me."
Cole also is not moving back
to 'Wisconsin where the old
tandards more or less remain
Intact.
Auto deaths
by gra
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)-
There is no generation gap when
It comes to death on the high-
way.
Auto accidents claimed the
lives of 321 infanta uncles one
year ,,cd age in 1967, the last
year for which figures are avail-
able. The same year, :1,192 per-
sons over age 75 Inst their lives
in high witY *cidents- '
Hardest hit- of ell weg, those
in the 15-to 24 age gaup, with
15,646 youths dead on the high-
way. The next highest group
was 25 to 44 which loot 12,987
in motor accidents, according to
the National Automobile Club.
CORDONS Farmers Market
- 94 Hwy. Near KenLake Hotel -
CHRISTMAS FRUIT
AT WHOLESALE PRICES!
FRESH EVERY WEEK FROM FLORIDA
I Dot Like High Prices
. . . You and I Can Bring Prices Down!!
* NO COLD STORAGE *
FRESH FRUIT BY THE TRUCKLOADS
VINE RIPENED TOMATOES  5 Lbs. or More  lb, 15
NAVAL SEEDLESS ORANGES box '4.25
REG. ORANGES 39* doz. or box of 125 '3.25
BIG TANGERINES _ _ _ _ 3 doz. '1.25 - box of 210 '4.25
TANGELOES doz. - only 491
BIG FRESH PECANS from Georgia 3 lbs. '1.45 lb. 60*
We Also Have Florida Paper Shell Pecans
CHRISTMAS TREES --
Golden Delicious, Red Delicious, Stayman, Winesap, Roan Beauty, Arkansas Black,
McIntosh . . .
APPLES 1/2 bushel '1.95 - bushel $3.50
COUNTRY SORGHUM bucket '1.50
MILK 1/2 gal. 5P
REG. GAS 29.9* - Ethyl 32.9*
DuPONT ANTI-FREEZE gal. '1.39
BEAUTIFUL CHENILLE SPREADS & WALL RUGS
STUFFED ANIMALS-, Great Christmas Gifts!
SPARKLERS  2 boxes 29*
SUGAR  10-lb. bag '1.19
CIGARETTES, All Brands  25* pack - carton '2.49
U.S. NO. %BAKING POTATOES  20-lb. bag 79*
CHRISTMAS FRUIT BASKETS - All Sizes
* OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK *
Open 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Till Christmas
GORDON'S FMARKETARMER'S Hwy. 94 (East)Neer KenLake Hotel
Fresh Kentucky Lake Catfish . . . Also Frozen
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Durable part
NEW YORK (UP[)- The sea-
port of Dunkerque in northern
France has been destroyed and
ACROSS 2-Teutonic deity
3 Part of circle
4-Civil msury
5.SoekS
6-Clad.,
7-Units
8-Consunction
9-Greek letter
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11-Shore
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16-Collection oh
facts
rebuilt five times as the result
of sieges and bombings in wars
during its 900-year history, says
the Encyclopedia Britannic*.
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40 Swiss river
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47 Long. slender
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r :00 News; Wthr.; Sots News; Whir ; Sports News; Wthr ; Sal.
eJl, .30 Little Drummer Bo Family Affair Ghost, Mn. Muir
,r1 03 Together Aagin for The Jim Nabors Hour That Girl
• 30 the First Time TM Jim Nabors Hour Beveltched
Movie: Bobby I Gentry
"The Americanization Bobby! Gentry Snecir
9 00 Dean Martin Show CH Emily" It Takes • Thief:30 Dean Martin Show Moyle It Takes a Thief 
I if% 00 News; wthr . Soorts News Wow Sport. News; wthr Sportsli .30 The Tonight Show TM Mery Griffin ShowMunson Outdoors; 
:00 The Tonight Shoe The Mary Griffin Shoo/Movie:
1 :30 The Tonight Show The Peery Griffin Show "Stagecoach To
Dancers Rock"
Hollywood at Night
Hollywood all tight
Hollywood at h4,gt,i
CBS News
Jake Hess Gospel ShowMcisale's Nem,
e 110 Jeopardy Where Si. Heart Is 
Bewitched1 I :30 Name Droomrs Search kw 1 orriorrow That Girl
:1111 I MP NOM SAM As ths1 World I unto Dream If 04/10
&a :30 The Noon St on News; Singing Cony Let's Make a Deal
I idd Oars of Our Lives Many Solendored Thing 1::147:4VAII Game
O :30 The Doctors The Guiding Lien/ 
2 :•• Low-. fo Leh-In Garner Pyle, USMC Dark Shadows
:311 Ti Tett the Truth Gilliean Island Flipper
A :Oil Beat the Clack Movie- Beverly HOW !Ms
"T :30 lath Avenue  South "Full Hearts And I Love Lucy
A AO *Ms: Wthr, Sots News: Wmr.; SpertsNews, Wthr.; Sportseo .30 GE Monogram Get Smart Let's Make • Dear
10 2 Mows: PNems, ; Sports New,; Wthr.; SoortsTeududawn. Tonight
ROCKERS RECLINERS _ _ _$59.95
RECLINERS With VIBRATORS _ _ _$69.95
AFTER CHRISTMAS
PRICES
BEFORE CHRISTMAS
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Four DayWork Weekhrecast
For Americans in The 1970's
 -41=0:1MIE
EDITOR'S NOTE: The work-
week has been shrinking
steadily in the lifetimes of most
of us. The 40-hour, five-day
week has become standard. The
35-hour week is not unusual.
There now are businesses
geared to four-day weeks.
Leisure time has climbed
steadily. Will the 1970s bring
even more shrinkages in
working time, dramatic expan-
sion of leisure hours? This
dispatch, another in a series by
United Press International se-
nfor editors "Sizing up the
'70s," examines the possibili-
ties.
"You ought to be Interested
In tomorrow - that's where
we're going,"
- Charles F. Ketter
No one could prophesy what
the '70s might hold for mankind
in America. And so it came as
a shocker to the paymasters of
Europe when the news arrived
by sail from the Colonies in the
1670s that wages for skilled
workers had -.oared to around
50 cents a day.
The chief reason vras the
scarcity of workers, especially
skilled ones. History does not
record that anyone gave heavy
thought to leisure in a workday
that lasted from sunrise to
sunset.
Exactly 300 years later, the
1970s will end with society
standing only 20 years away
from the 3rd millenium of the
Christian era. The prospect is
that the average American
worker will be phasing into a
four-day week, will be depend.
lag more on brains ant
knowledge than muscle.
And Americans, who now art
spending nearly $150 billion a
year in the pursuit of leisure,
will have boomed the over-all
leisure market to $250 billion te
mid-decade. Fishing will be the
big gainer in outdoor sports.
Hunting Will Level Off
Hunting is expected to level
off, not keep pace with the
pqplatiok (A lot of people can
fish 10 acres over a year; on
GETS 311 YEARS -- Christian
W. Hayden, 21, talks to re-
porters in Los Angeles just
before receiving a three-and-
one-half-year sentence on
two counts of draft law vio-
lation. Quoting author John
Bunyon, he said, "I would
rather spend the rest of my
days in jail than make a
butchery of my conscience."
THIS NICE LOOKING boy of
14 is posing for his photo at
Boys Town, N.etrthfee clays
Liter he ran away. find Krew_
up to be Charles Manson, 35.
now a ,central figure in the
seven-murder Sharon Tate
Investigation in Loa Angeles
hunter will hunt out 10 acres to
half a day.")
In summer time activities,
more people will be swimming
than anything else; it will
replace walking, which as of
now is the most popular
exercise.
At decade's end, according to
the current estimate of some
scientists, we will be able to
produce all and more of the
goods and services we need by
using only 10 per cent or 25 per
cent (depending on which
forecaster you listen to) of our
work force.
One savant has called the
computer the greatest invention
In history- brusquely telling the
wheel to move over. Even
computer people might argue
about this. But the facts of life
are that right now there are
56,000 computers at work,
whereas they were new-tangled
contraptions 15 years ago.
Only Elementary Usage ,
Says John Diebold, the
prominent management consul-
tant "The projections of my
tLrm are that by 1972 there will
be 100,000 computers installed
In the United States alone. Yet
we are using this technology in
Daly an elementary manner."
Diebold envisions the compu-
ter process as spawning entire-
ly new major industries, Just
the building of them is now a $6
billion-plus industry.
And what about jobs? We've
had 150,000 or so computer
programmers to . date. The
country needs around a million
of them between now and 1975.
That is the projection in the
recent book "The Age of
Discontinuity" of Peter F.
Drucker, the economist and
management consultant.
"The information industry
will creaZe tremendous employ-
ment opportunities," he says.
"The programmer is to that
Industry what the assembly line
worker was to the mass
production industry of yester-
day: Semiskilled but highly
paid and productive."
Among Other Jobs
Among other skilled and
demanding jobs, the informa-
tion technology also will need
up to half a million systems
engineers during the decade-
"yet there are only begin-
nings." The "knowledge indus-
tries" (the term was coined by
an economist) will need,
Drucker says, two million
health care professions: Nur-
ses, dietitians, medical and X.
fty technologists, social and
psychiatric casP workers and Sc
on.
In the late 1970s, Drucker
projects, the knowledge sector
Since 1111E4
Murray Marble
Works
SUILDERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Porter White - Manager
111 Staple St. 753-2512
will accotmt bar half the total
national product "Every other
dollar earned and spent" will
be earned by producing and
distributing ideas and informa-
tion and spent on procuring
them. By 1975, or 1980 at latest,
the majority of the American
labor force will be professional,
anagerial, and technical-or
wledge workers.
John R. Pierce, executive
director of research at Bell
Telephone Taboratories, agrees
that some work is going to be
terribly boring and monotonous
but hopes these jobs can be
turned over to automation.
"Unless we find a way to
increase the productivity of
labor,' Pierce says, "we'll be
In a sad state even one or two
years from now because of the
competition from Japan, West
Germany and Italy. Most of the
American economy just isn't
competing. Unless our indistry
gets out of unprofitable fields
or gets better productivity,
we'll all be relatively worse off
in 10 years."
"The hallmark of the 1970s
will be change.
Phosphate is responsible for
tooth. hone and body growth in
animals and humans.
Ford Tractor expansion
ANTWERP (CPO-Ford
Tractor of Belgium will build a
new factory producing spare
parts in the Antwerp port area
where it already has a tractor
plant. The initial investment
will exceed 500 million francs
($10 million.)
* 5 *
Texas produces 35 per &nt-,
of the nation's petroleum.
There is a service station for
every 380 cars in the United
States.
Polyester gaining
AKRON, Ohio (UPI)-The use
of polyester cord in tires is in-
creasing at a more rapid rate
than was the case for either
rayon or nylon when they were
new fibers.
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Company reports that 90 million
pounds of polyester were used in
the first six years after the cord
was introduced in 1962, while
rayon reached only 86 million
pounds six years after it appear-
ed in 1938 and nylon a mere 22
million pounds in six years after
its 1947 introduction.
Swamps, salt-water marshes
and receding flood waters are
favorite mosquito breeding
grounds.
Are insecticides and sprays I
kept out of children's roach?
Ne...••-.
WHERE CABLE IS AVAILABLE
FOR NEW CUSTOMERS' ONLY
*1441314EUMW4WOMKWAtkt*Wri4 WAtt44404(4EVit tkitkeliti ELK Witkilktaiti
TO ALL OF OUR FRIENDS WHO HAVE HELPED TO MAKE
THIS A SUCCESSFUL YEAR
We hope that we will only be able to serve you better ifrt 1970
1
ill East Main Murray, Kentucky Phone 1S3-941$
immokhkomEtymmiemamtuommkwemtvitwAtkimoe4 telti WAWA WE tie
For any of your building needs, no matter how large or
small, come by and see us at 101 East Main, or call 753-9418
or 489-3811 after 5:00.
H. B. Riley
Bobby Marshall
John Finley
I TOLD YOU
NEVER TO
TAKE YOUR
DOG IN THE
TUB WITH
YOU
Bobby Tucker
Jimmy Cochran
Mary Bly Cella
HE'5 IN THE FITTING
ROOM TRYING ON
SKI BOOTS...
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A House on Land!
Many Hong Kong Fishermen
Find Their Dream Come True
A Tanka housowifs rows out to heir husband's purse-
seiner to deliver his lunch. She takes her two tots along.
By STEVE LIBBY
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
HONG KONG fisherman Leung Tak-yan has known nothing
but fishing al' of his life. Nor ha.s his family.
Throughout all his 40 years of life, Leung has worked and lived
afloat, aboard his small purse-seiner. It was a rough and rugged
life for him and his wife and seven children. But all that is
changed now. There are better things ahead because the family
has started in a new concrete house on the northern shore
of Tsing Yi I -land.
Inside the muse might look odd to even fisherfolk elsewhere
in the world. Good luck invocation to the gods are everywhere,
seeking fort' (le for this fishing family. Dangling from either end
of the long -ed ribbon across the beam of the house are..., small
bags contaii ng rice, sugar, beans and money. Twigs of evergreen
are tied around the pouches. Brought to this new landlocked
home by fisherman Leung Tak-yan from their earlier waterborne
home, these good-luck charms are attended daily by sacrifices.
• • •
IT WAS just over five years
Island, where today fishermen 
live, was almost deserted. Only
a handful of fisher families used
it as a base. But today, this 15-
minute ferry ride from the
Hong Kong satellite industrial
town of Tsun Wan is a literal
beehive of activity.
Now its a haven on land for
many T,..nkas, a race of seafar-
ing people who make a living
by fishing.
It all started in 1964 when an
American charity organization
donated funds for two - story
buildings for the few fisherfolk!
who used the Tsing Yi waters.'
At the same time, reclamation
of. a bay it nearby Tsun Wan
forced many fishermen to seek
a base elsewhere. Many found
it at a new government-built
typhoon shelter at the northern
shore of Tsing Yi. Later, influ-
enced by the comforts of living
ashore, the boat people started
a plan to build homes on land.
• • •
THE PROCESS was slow but
eventually new houses started
to go up on the slopes of a
small hill overlooking the shel-
ter—near the existing "donated"
buildings. But that was only the
beginning.
Today, this part of Tsing Yi
has nearly four dozen houses, a
primary school for 172 children,
playgrounds, shops and televi-
sion for entertainment. Other
amenities include electricity and
running water.
ago that the part of Tsing Yi
It is a simple but happy com-
munity and still growing — in-
evitably, for it ia estimated that
Hong Kong's floating population
is close to 200,000. Of these 56,-
000 are active fishermen man-
ning something like 6,800 junks
mostly mechanized.
In the past decade many have
moved ashore to live. Some have
built ramshackle huts. °then
in permanently moored house-
boats. A small number reside in
concrete homes, and thousands
in gcvernment low-rent resettle-
ment estate apartments.
• • • ,
THE LARGEST resettlement
boat people was at Aberdeen
where 3,859 Tankas, who for-
m•rly lived in derelict boats in
a congested creek, were given
flats in a vast multi - story
block which overlooks their old
homes.
Due to mechanization, fisher-
men have been able to reap
richer harvests and quite a few
of them have been able to buy
homes of their own ashore with-
out any financial help at aU.
Statistics on the number of
boat people who have moved
ashore are difficult to arrive at,
but, according to a government
fisheries officer, the figure is
only a tiny portion of the float-
ing population and he added
there still is a long way to go
before all will find homes on
land.
Today's
Stock Market
NEW YORK (UPI)— Stocks
opened weak today in moderate
turnover.
Analysts saw little in the
news that would help break the
week-long retreat although they
noted that a technical rally is
long overdue. They felt that
year-end tax selling and con-
cern over the economy may
continue to restrain demand.
Shortly after the opening, the
U P I mar ketwide indicator
showed a loss of 0.11 per cent
on 439 issues crossing the tape.
There were 172 declines and 133
advances.
Steels were mixed, as were
electronics. Motors also fol-
lowed an irregular pattern.
In the chemical group, Du
Pont fell '/8 to 102'18, while
Eastman Kodak gave tip the
same amount to 751 8.
U.S. Steel gained 1'4 to 3414
on a block of 15,000 shares.
Bethlehem lost '4 to 2534.
Among the electronics, Ge-
neral Electric eased ¼ to 7414
on a block of 11,600 shares,
while RCA and Litton held
unchanged at 351,4 and 36,
respectively. Texas Instruments
dipped to 117'4. Fairchild
Camera picked Leo 1'8 to 83%.
Gestural Motors rose Vs to
661 1., while Ford and Christ*,
slid • each to 40 and 32%, it
that order.
In the oil group, TalaCO lost
1 4 to 29, with Pennzoil down 31
to 34 and Getty 1 2 to 4614.
Atlantic -Htct•fletd- gave up 3r to
75, but Occidental clLmbed 31 to
Ctties Service was WI-
Signing with 'a'
DETROIT (UPI)-Signing a
name with an "x wasn't al-
ways au indication of illiteracy,
according to the Handy Book of
Literary Curiosities, published by
the Gale Research Co.
Among the ancient Saxons,
everyone, whether he could read
and write or not, was required
to make the sign of the cross
after his signature as a proof of
his good faith.
* * *
o'bong parliament
BONN (UPI)-The average age
of tilt 496 members of the West
German parliament that took
office Oct. 20 is 49 years, mak-
ing it the youngest ever. The
previous parliament averaged 54
years of age.
* * *
Thirsty base •
MIDWAY ISLAND (UP))-
Navy Seabees have drilled many
additional wells to supply water
for this military base during the
drought season. Before these
were in operation it was neces-
,arv to bring in fresh water in
iiargeft.
* * *
Flood control
in Philippines
N1ANILA (UPI)--Mayor Jose
C. Luciano of suburban Makati
has proposed a $25 million in-
tegrated flood toetrol system for
the greater Manila area: Luciano
said faulty drainage systems have
caused loW. of lives ana property
damage of mill  of dollars.
Final Action
Near On Mine
Safety Bill
WASHINGTON (UPI)
'Pushed by miner unrest fo/low-
ing two big West Virginia mine
disasters in 1968, Congress
neared final action today on the
most rreaching mine safety
and health bill in history.
Despite the threat of a
presidential veto, the House
Wednesday overwhelmingly
adopted compromise legislation
hammered out by a pint
conference committee and sent
the measure to the Senate
where final congressional ap-
proval is expected today.
Impetus for the bill, which
Includes compensation for mi-
ners sticken with pneumoconio-
sis of "black lung" disease and
Hospital Report
ADULTS 90
NURSERY 6
DECEMBER 16, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Rebecca Wild and Baby
Girl, Rte. I, Symsonia; Mrs.
Iva Allbritteo, Rta, 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Chery (Kathryn) Alexander
and Baby Boy, 1631 Farmer,
Murray; Miss Melanie Phillips,
Box 2, Murray, Mrs. Sandra
Swatzell, Rte. 1, Mayfield; Ear-
nest Caldwell, Rte 2, Farm-
jegtoa; Willard McKinney, Rte,
3, Marion ; Mrs. Lavelle Smith,
Rte. 3, Murray; Arthur K1Liel,
Carman Motel, Murray; Gene
Knight, Rte, 1, Hardin; Mrs.
hayree Cook , 726 Fairlane,
urray; Mrs. Carrie Hudspeth,
09 3rd St., Murray; Mrs. Liddie
Dock 1104 Poplar, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Dale Burkeen, Rte. 1, Dexter-sets maximum coal dust levels Mrs Murrell Smith, 903 Fair:
f 3.0 milligrams per cubic
meters of air, Was provided the
Himiny Falls disaster in May,
1968, and the Shinnington
explosion-s that killed 78 miners
just before Thanksgiving.
Nearly 20,000 West Virginia
miners walked out early this
year in an effort to get health
and safety measures passed by
the state Legislature,
In adopting the conference
committee compromise Wed-
nesday by a 33-12 vote, the
House rejected, 258-83, a
Republican-led move to seed
the package back to conference.
Carl D. Perkins, fl-Ky.,
chairman of the Education and
Labor Committee, hailed the
bill as the "greatest step ever
taken in an industry to
preserve safe working condi-
tions."
The Republicans said they
weren't against mine safety,
but were opposed to the way
the compromise measure was
brought up without notice. They
also said the bill intruded on
state compensation laws and
costs.
Democrats contended that if
the bill was defeated, coal
miners across the country
would be out on strike within 15
days.
-
dranged at _ 40, and
steady at 22',.
Senate Blocks
(Cesslasseed From Page 1)
dutifully following orders to
deliver telegrams personally to
senators, awakened members
of the Senate Appropriations
Committee at 4 a.m. Monday.
The message was a nine-pag
telegram from Secretar
Robert H. Finch of Heal
Education and Welfare (HE
urging opposition to the House..
passed provisions on school
busing and 'freedom of
choice."
Wednesday, the Senate voted
52 to 37 to add diluting
language, proposed by Finch, to
the provisions. Leon E. Panet-
ta, Finch's civil rights aide,
said that with the added words
HEW could continue its present
desegregation enforcement.
The House faced the same
provitions last July, with Rep,
Jamie L. Qhitten, D-Miss.,
leading the Southern fight i.:
their passage, Liberals pleaded
with the administration to
take a stand. The House okayed
the provisions 158 to 141.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service 12-18269 Kentucky Pur-
chase Area Meg Mute Report
Lxiudes 10 Buying Stations.
Fteeeints 1150 Heed, Barrcws
and Gilts, Steady; Sows, Steady
to 50 cents Lcwer.
US 2-3 200-230 it16 $27.25 77 75;
US 2-4 190-240 Ihis $26.75-27.26;
US 2-4 240260 ns $26 25 26.75;
US 3-4 260-280 Xis $25.75-26.25;
SOWS:
US 1-2 710-350 lbs t71 00-99 00;
US 1-3 300-550 lbs f913 00-91 00;
US 2-3 450-050 lbs *19.00-20.00.
lane, Murray; Mrs. Jacitie Win-
chester and Baby Boy, Rte. 5,
Murray; Master Thomas Martin,
Hazel; Clyde Roberts, 502 Beale,
Murray; Miss Phyllis Budzko,
70'1 Chestnut, Murray; Mrs.Don-
na Harrington, Rte. 1, Lynnville;
Master Jerry Jones, ZOO So, 9th
St,, Murray; Mrs. LindaRoberts,
Rte. 7, Murray; Dave Burkeen,
Rte, 4, Murray.
HOME SAFE—Kristie Slater, 5, is happy In arms of her father, Randall Slater, back in
Chattanooga, Tenn., where she disappeared from a shopping center toy department. She
was found in another toy department—in Atlanta, Ga., two days later. Police are investi-
gating. Kristie's mother, who had taken her to see Santa. is at left.
A House - Senate conference
committee was named to work
out the differences between the
House and Senate bills. Con-
gressmen acknowledged the
Issue could become an obstacle
in Congress' rush to adjourn by
Christmas.
TREATED
Wilma Eubanks of Wingo
Route One, age 21, was treated
at the emergency room of the
Murray-Calloway County Hos-
pital on Wednesday at 2:15 p.
en. She was treated for multiple
lacerations of the forehead as
a result al a ear accident, ac-
cording to hospital officials.
Few draft objectors
HELSINKI (UPI)-About 0.5
per cent of Finnish draftees, or
236 men out of 45,000, have
refused military service this year
because of religious or ethical
reasons, according to the General
Staff.
*
Roviegtitchoolrooms
HELSINKI (UPr)-Finn.
school children of the NW
may get their basic education in
buses roving the sparsely popur
tiled countryside, according
education officials. The official
say the biggest advantage of,
planned system would be the
very young children would ti
 have to- walk several mile* to th
in central and northern
Finland.
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GIFT
IDEAS
Musical
MOVIE
CAMERA
$6 A99
Value y
Movie action with 5
inttrchangeable pic-
ture discs. See-thru
window to see music
box play.
AM FM Radio
Stereo
PHONO
'/N.
to. Full range tors
control. Automat'
.,;•••••••-thariger.-Choiicr
Walnut or Maple
finish. ss.io • -
PICK-UP TRUCK
233
$3 Value
X N
I 
---,
USE OUR EASY
CREDIT OR
BANKAMERICARD
Metal with plasti(
windshield, chromc
plated grill and
wheel covers.
Whitewall tires.
• ,
•
• • 
• 
•
• 
10
• • .• •1̀  '
TWO-WAY
'WALKIE-TALKIE
PHONES
Value
$3.98 299
2 complete units. Talk back
and forth from room to
room 25-ft. of wire. 70-310
7
Sale
Price
Reversible. A target game on
each side. 18-inch board, 6
metal point darts. 63-371
Tournam•nt-type
Dart Board. 63-371-2 4.87
DART BOAR
22
SPRINGFIELD PUMP
Model 47T Sale Price
Choose 12, 20 or .410 gauge. White line
butt spacer. Checkering on stock.
6994
u_no.,, 3224,324-2
•••-, •
• ••is
4111111
BINOCULARS
Zoom in on the Action!
x 35 power
Coated lens.
Complete with
case 51-944'
Wide Angle Binoculars
with case. 61 944 , 21.99
99
••
r •
"••
Revolving
TOOL HOLDER
With bell bearing
"wive! base. (Tools
not included1.42
or.,••••••
• 4:0'
Home
Tape Player
Play. 4 or It Trara Cart -
rider lape4 Separascresoot.
sprrkers. Wsliiiii
callincts mg VI,
Iff7 else
• a
•
Jit I NOSb.)
aki Christmas STEREO
•••••
WIN 
••• 001•11/ Mr
• mon • vs. woo • • 4. • ,...111Gelimatv .elf NINO • •• ••••
••••••• yd. t• 41•••••l•• ElMa Or •••••• •••••••••....—.
Gimistaass "•• ram.. •••  •••••
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ALBUM
All-time favorites one
side, Country mus
other side. Your fav-
orite recording stars.
51-745
3.95 Value
97v
BABY'S HUNGRY
i;r7 1„.1 fiImuam )
,
••••,
70-133-1
•
Value
699
Eats and nurses
while her eyes
look around.
•
With spoon,
bottles, dish
with food.
•
Battery
operated.
(less batteries)
•
711 33
America's most popular reel.
Sale
Price
799
Stainlesasteel bottsing. Com-
plete with line. 62-133-6
PHILCO Portable TV sale Price
nip
STATE'
CHASSIS
iFor cooler operation
I PHIL C 0
1 Solid Statereliability and
performance
Lightweight, compact porta-
ble. 38 sq. in. picture. Ultra
sensitive for better picture re-
ception. 85-615
a.
1 • •
AUTO COMPASS
NC 166
For car or boat
Easy to read dial.
Simple to install
% . 446
0-5-17/1I—AX
OTASLO
••••••••••„„...
BEL - AIR SHOPPING
CENIER
MON. - 1 riUK.).
9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
FRI. - SAT. 9 o.m. - 9p.m
SUNDAY 1 p.m. - 5 P•rn•
a a S
1 • I •
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NOTICE
UP Shop or body shop, BELZONI factory fresh hear
rent or lease. Phone 753 kg aid batteries for all make
ar see Thomas Jones. hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
D-18-C TFC
M furnished apartment,
vatc. Call 753-1532, 101 8.
D-19-C
EDROOM furnished a-
cct. Private entrance.
couples only. Prefer
people. Can be seen at
Poplar. D-18-C
ISIWO ROOMS for four girls,
electric heat, air conditioned,
Frigidaire and cooking Prive.
Private entrance. 1603 College
/Wm Rd. Call 753-2377. D-18-C
• THREE UNFURNISHED rooms
Private entrance.
to town, elderly couple
. Phone, lights, water
d. $35.00 per month.
e 753-6173 or 753-1740 af-
5:00 p. m. D-18-C
We Are Now Selling
OLD COUNTRY HAMS
Heki Back For Xmas
N 2110 Lb.
We atill have that good
oountry Sausage
314ROAT'S MEAT
MARKET
109 North 5th Street
Phone 753-2953
TFC
'FRP. LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
POI BALI
USED OMCE equipment In-
eluding desks, dabs, adding
asechinea, lestal dee filing cab-
inet Phone 7534608, 753-7730
or 753-8110 after 5:00 p. a.
TIC
SPEaAL CHRISTMJUI gift -
Murray Wonasn's Club cook-
books and Kentucky scenic
placemets. Call 436-2345 or 753.
4488 for Information DecABC
PIANOS, GUITARS, Banjos and
others. Christmas special, used
Baldwin, also 5 foot Baby
Grand. Reed's Music, Hwy 58,
Phone 527-8066, Banton, X7.
Jan.-6C
1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
and refills are now available at
the Ledger & Times Office Sup-
ply More. TFNC
vacant January 1,
Close to campus. Electric
and air. Couples only.
753-1203. D48-P
BEDROOM brick house,
. Available January
1970 1669 Ryan Ave. Call
186 D-22-P
BEDROOM apartment,
or unfurnished. Also
drama trailer, $40.00 per
In. Phone 489-3623. D-20-C
BEDROOM trailer. Prefer
aged couple, or one per.
Phone 436-2194. D-20-C
MONARCH mobile home,
x 54', two bedroom, front
hen. Real nice. Phone Hale
Lrk Shop 753-5980. D-20-C
- AUTOS FOR SALE
FORD Galaxie 500 two
dkpr hardtop, three speed.
tltiod condn. Price, $400.00.
Phone 753-9313. D-18-C
1iI59 FORD 6 cylinder automat-
d 
tires,
IC.Call 753-8997. D-18-C
good motor, one
4069 EL CAMINO pick-up, pow-
a steering, power brakes, vinyl
rellit, tarp, perfect condition.
0411 438-5862. D-19-NC
•
Complete Tower
and
Antenna Work
EXPERT REPAIR ON
COLOR TV
TV Service Cente
312 N. 9th Call 753-5865
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Lynnville., Kentucky. Jan.-20.0
ADAMS BROS.
* Hauling *
• Coldwater Gravel
• Topsoil
• Backfield
Phone:
489-3642 ir 489-3662
D-
NOTICE NOTICE
"k''
• NN.s. ‘Sk
s\\ edk.11,
MittNitalitNitAilMILINICAVt
AirwsrmitAir miriA0
A F -7 " B LT TIRESmmumturavaremrs
Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
olyester Cord Runs Smooth and Coo:
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design
leftitaratMCMWIMICASCAli
COME BY AND SEE OUR SNOW TIRES
BEFORE WINTER WEATHER
WINISINIMICNICATSSIMIC
YOu FOLKS IN TENNESSEE ... It will pay you to
chock on the price of those tiros!
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS
CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF STATION
BEAUTIFUL coruroy afghan,
$15.00 and $20.00. Phone 753-
3616.
NOTICE
THURSDAY - DECEMBER 18, 1969
NOTICE
HONDA 430, 4,000 miles, $795.-
00. Phone 753-8432 after 5:00
p. in. or see at 1606 Catalina
Drive. D-19-C
GET YOUR Christmas Hickory PROFESSIONAL r•s 1 dub 
smoked country hams at Gib- lei positing. Brush, roll, NanY.
a
son's Locker Plant, 107 North References. FT" atinates.
3rd Street. Phone 7531801. Phone 753_3485. D-314
D-19-C
SHOEMAKER-ATKINS LIVESTOCK CO.
will have their
Third Anniversary
Friday, December 19th
and invites all hog producers who have hogs ready to go
to market to bring them to us until 12:00 o'clock noon
on Friday. You will benefit by bringing them.
It will be our way of saying Thanks and showing our
appreciation for what you have done for us.
Bring us your hogs and you will be glad you did.
ElIlls and Myrtle Shoemaker
HELP WANTED
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5:00 p. in. to 11 p. m., male or
female Apply in person to Dart-
Castle, Chestnut Street. No
phone calls please. TIC
WANTED: Man for full time
work. Contact Robert Wiggins
at Wiggins Furniture Store. Ap-
ply in person from 8:00 a. m.
till 5:30 p. in. TIC
SERVICES OFFERED
WOMEN'S CLOTHING, size 18,
shoes with matching bap, size
6%-B. White uniforms, lab coats
and uniform tops sod white
clink shoes, 614.B. Maternity
clothes, mire 18. Call 753-3078.
ANTIQUE round oak table with
claw feet, chairs and sideboard.
Building full of nice antiques.
Phone 492-8504. D-1.8-C
FOR YOUR horoe remodeling,
additions and repairs. Free esti-
mates. Call 753-6123. Jan.-20-C
USED FRIGIDAIRE dryer. Good
condition. Call 753-5093 after
5 p. m. D-18-C
NO MONEY DOWN, take over
payments on repossessed mo-
bile home, 1968, 12' x 64' three-
bedroom Melody. Call 7534734.
D-18-C
HAY, Timothy, Kobe, Red Clo-
ver. Call Albert Casaity 753-
3413. D-18-P
MALE Lewelyn Setter Bird Dog
two years old. Registered, foui
generation pedigree. Ready tic
hunt. Max B. Hurt, Kirksey
Phone 489-2405. D-19-C
SHOTGUN .1100 Remington, 3'
magnum, 12 gauge. Two Iitoese
wagons, one set harness, 200
bales hay. Phone 753-4923
D-18-P
BLACK TOP PAYING
No Jobs to Small or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:
alki Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
1111Nween 8:00 a. in. and
500 a. in.
SAWS FILED, electric heaters
and all small appliances MAW-
ad. 512 R So. 12th St., 7534087.
Jan-IC
PROMPT and guaranteed wash-
er, dryer, range, dishwasher
and refrigerator service. Paul's
Phone 753-9865. Jan.-19-C
BUILT UP ROOFS; put on or
patched. Call 753-9418. Carl R.
Howard Construction Co.
D-22-C
EARLY AMERICAN dinette set,
like new, $65.00 Phone 753-2813
D-1
3 THREE-YEAR-OLD Beagle
hounds. 1 five-year-old Bird dog.
Phone 753-7929. D-18-P
SAW, 10", Rockwell radial arm.
1956 Chevrolet pick-up. 1968
mobile home, 12' x 50'. Murray
Mobile Homes. 753-3640 or 753-
6825. 1)49-C
GIVE A Living Toy. AKC re-
gistered Poodles. Phone 753-
6690 after 4:30 p. in. D-19-C
BLACK MINIATURE female
Chihuahua. One baby bed.
Phone 753-6983. 1)49-C
ESTABLISHED PIZZA Shop.
Good location, nice business.
Selling due to other interests.
Apply P. 0. Box 312, Evans-
ville, Indiana. D-23-C
GOOD USED 21" block and
white Zenith TV in nice early
American cabinet, $65.00. Phone
753-8661 after 4:00 p. in.
D-19-P
MILLIONS of rugs have been
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
America's finest. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K. D-20-C
CARPORT SALE: Friday and
Saturday, 8:00 to 4:00 p.
insulators, and table legs, iron
tea kettles, many old bottles,
old school desks, old hand tools,
jugs, gLaas top fruit jars, quarts
and half pints, lanterns, cherry
table, pie safe, wash stand,
milk can, old leeks, Moccasins
made by Cherokee Indians, glees
for adults and children. Nice
Christmas presents. East of Mid-
way, first house past railroad.
D-20-C
GIBSON FLAT TOP Guitar.
Would make a nice Christmas
gift. Phone 753-8124. D-20-C
WANTED: garage to store ear
for two weeks, starting. Decem-
ber 19. Phone 753-5242 after
5.00 p. m. or 7624395 during
day. D-1&P
KEN-TEN
BUILDING
SUPPLIES
•
Murray's
Plywood
Center
•
207 Maple Street
Phone 7534583
UAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REDUCED for quick sale. DWII-
er leaving Murray, January 1st.
Two-bedroom home with extra
large living and dining room.
Newly redecorated. Shag car-
peting throughout, beautiful
draperies and wall paper, elec-
tric heat and air-conditioning.
New Frigidaire appliances, in-
cludes range with self-cleaning
oven, refrigerator with vertical
freezer and automatic ice mak-
er, also dishwasher and garbage
disposal. This is an interior
decorators home and must be
seen to be appreciated. 920 N.
18th St. Phone 753-1474 or 753-
4775 after 5:00 p. m. for ap-
pointment. Jan .22-C
OPPORTUNITY TO OWN beau
tiful Spinet-Console Piano, will
rewrite on small payments for
party with good credit. Will
transfer and guarantee. Write
Home Office, Joplin Piano Co.
Joplin, Mo.
200 ACRE FARM with plenty
of running water, timber, im-
provements, good gravel road
near old Hko, Faxon school dis-
trict, near Palestine church, not
far from Kentucky Lake. Ap-
proximately $1000.00 farm pay-
ment each year. Limed and pas-
tured for years. Need to sell
at once as I am unable to care
for it Mrs. Cyrene Williams
Hall, phone 753-1420, Murray,
Ky. D-19-C
DUPLEX, new, brick, three-
bedroom. In city school district.
Extra large master bedroom
with carpet throughout. No city
tax. 753-8202 after 5 p. m.
H-D2D-C
LOOK! Carpeted 8-room du-
plex, completely furnished.
$8.500 if sold in 10 days. Fe.
nancing. 413 N. 5th Phone 753-
6434. d-20-e
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: firewood. Call 753-
7548 after 4:00 p. in. D-18-C
WANTED: Weaning pigs. Phone
7534862 after 5:00 p. m. D-20-C
WANTED: Old motorcycle, com-
plete or in parts. Will pay fair
cash price. R. W. Paulette, P. 0.
Box 401, Midway, Ky. 40347.
D-24-P
Assistant Managers
for
Training Program
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44-Character
Alphabet Used
Some Schools
By FREDERICK H. TREESH
United Press International
About 10 per cent o
America's school systems are
teaching children to read by
using a 44-character alphabet.
Many adults who have heard
of this or whose children being
taught by the Initial Teaching
Alphabet (ITA) become hostile
and defensive of the traditional
26-letter approach that they
learned by.
Their principal hangup is that
they believe 6-year-olds will be
hopelessly confused when they
learn a 44-character alphabet
and then, in a year or less,
have to unlearn it, reverting
back to conventional english
spelling,
"This is absolute nonsense,"
says Sir James Pitman, the
Briton who devised ITA. "What
people don't realize," he said,
"Is that without ITA schools
are teaching three alphabets at
once (printed capital letters,
lower case printed letters and
script).
Further, he points out,
children learning to read the
conventional way must learn
that individual letters may
represent several different
sounds. Examples: A as in as,
A as in cake, A as in awful and
A as in about,- four sounds for
the same letter. That, he
believes, really confuses child-
ren.
Southside Minor The principle of ITA is that it
Phone 7534702 has separate characters for 44
Murray. Kentucky different basic sounds of
PART TIME
TYPIST NEEDED
ItSU grad student needs girt
to type class & research notes,
and in Jan. a final thesis draft.
Would prefer a local girl, pos-
sibly a high school graduate,
who can work with me incid-
entally as thesis progresses.
Payment 50t per page or ne-
gotiable by the hour. Call
George Sincoe any evening af-
ter 7 p. in., 753-8735. D-204
WANT-ED. baby sitter in my
home. Phone 753-7258. D-18-C
AVON CALLING- Don't just
think about being a Represent-
ative-Be one-Act Now-Write
or call Mrs. Evelyn L. Bra
Avon Mgr., Shady Grove Road,
Marion, Ky. 42064, phone 955-
3363. H-D-1
English, Twenty-four are bor-
rowed directly from English
(there is ao Q or X), 14
resemble combinations of fami-
liar letters and 6 are peculiar
Security first
ROME (UPI)-Italy is a stead-
ily developing industrial nation
but the safe, small job still seems
to hold an irresistible attraction.
Nearly 113,000 persons in
cities all over Italy took exami-
nations in a contest for 614
clerical jobs with the National
Society Security Institute. The
salary: 70,000 lire ($112) a
month.
* * *
Newspaper subscriptions
in the Netherlands
AMSTERDAM (UPI)-Of a
total population of about 12.5
million newspapers in Holland at
the end of April, 1969, had
3,871,949 paying subscribers,
compered with 3,786,586 a year
earlier.
to ITA. Children learn to write
and spell in this strange
alphabet at first.
"What we do is to supply a
child with something visual to
represent his sounds," Pitman
said.
The result is that youngster
learn to read faster in the new
alphabet and then apparently
have little difficulty making the
conversion to the traditional
alphabet.
"More than half mate the
transition by the end of the
first grade," said Pitmaa,
whose grandfather, the inventor
of the Pitman shorthand
method, first tinkered with a
new teaching alphabet in 1843.
"Some make the conversion by
mid-year--January or Februa-
ry. The speed of conversion
relates to a child's "linguistic
adequacy"- his ability to ex-
press himself-not his innate
intelligence, the British scholar
said,
Pitman said he is "very
sincere" when he says he
intends ITA only as a medium
for learning to read-not
something to eventually replace
conventional English.
; •
Chemicals lead
in Germany
BONN (U P1)-West Germany
biggest investor both in the
domestic economy and abroad
is the chemical industry.
The Institute of German In-
dustry reports 40 per cent of all
German indu,trial investment
abroad in 19e8 was by the
chemical beetled. The total in-
vested was 909 million in
($225 million) at the rate o
exchange prevailing then.
HONG KONG (UPI)-Twelve
persons were killed by trains in
Hong Kong in fiscal 1968.
WITHDRAWAL SCHEDULE'
PHASE THREE UNDERWAY
WITH 11,500 HEADING
HOME; PHASE ONE WAS
25,000 BY AUG 15;
PHASE TWO, 35,000
MORE IV DEC. 15
/777
LAOS
THAILAND
41/4 PEASANT MEN,
WOMEN, CHILDREN
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FOR PROTECTIVE
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RICE BOWL REGION
SAIGON CLAIMS
GOVERNMENT
NOW CONTROLS
92.5 PER CENT
OF POPULATION
Abbiep'N Slats
NOT ONLY ARE YOU SACRIFICING
YOUR OWN LIVES, BUT YOU
ARE CONDEMNING
YOuR FAMILIES TO
THE SAME FATE!
WHAT DO arX1 SAY
TO THAT 7'
( ..._._MY FAMILY FEELS LIKE \
ME-THEY'D RATHER BE
0 r,4 0 THAN ON YOUR
PAYROLL!!
by R. Van Buren
DON'T EVEN WASTE YER
TImE ASKiN' ME THAT
QUESTICfe: YER AfeNOWS
-THE ANSWER!!
Lil' Abner
-FO' A GAL H AT 'S
IN A LONE LORN
W!DDERA LONG
AS AH HAS-
by Al Capp
GIRLISH
DREAMS?
-BUT
THE`i
WILL.
COME.
TRUE!!
 I Sixth IL Main Phone 753 5141
See Our Selection of Fine Used Cart Vt.old 16.40 • N. •-o•-•1 CgT11-•
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Inflationary Uptrends And
GNP Growth Big Factors
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Coe-
tinuation of current inflationary
uptrends and continued growth
of gross national I:Induct—both
by decreased percentages/ from
the past year—will be domin-
ant factors in 1970, according to
economists of Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company.
Releasing the company's ec-
onomic forecast for the upcom-
ing year, Dr. Charles Moeller,
Jr., viceairesident—economics,
underscored the neceasity of
slowing down the inflationary
trends of the past two years, if
the United States is to return
to a sound rage of economic
growth.
"Even though some slacken
ing in economic activity was
discernible late in 1969," Dr
Modler stated, "continued re-
straints are called for in 1970
in order to begin to restore
some approximation of reason-
able price stability.
"In terms of the current dol-
lar value of total goods and
services," Dr. Moeller contin-
ued, -the U. S. in 1970 may ex-
perience slightly moee than a
5 percent increase from 1969
output levels, up to $980 bil-
lion. This compares with an
average gain during the 1960's
of about 7 percent. The high-
est increases are expected for
spending by consumers and by
state and local gmernments.
Private investment spending
may show a rise less than the
over-all average. Inflation will
continue to bite into dollar
gains, thereby holding the 1970
rise in 'real' or constant dollar
gross national product to about
one percent."
Other highlights of the fore-
cast include:
"Personal spending on goods
and serves, estimated to total
$575 billion this year, will pro-
vide the bulk of the rise in
gross national product in 1970.
Running about $613 billion next
year, consumer spending will be
up about 6%%, or slightly less
than the gain estimated for
1969.
sons are high construction and
land prices and the relative
shortage of investment funds
during the present period of
tight money. The immediate
outlook for 1970 is for reduced
levels of construction activity
Nonfarm housing stars, which
may average a shade under 1.5
THE
million this year, are likely to
decline to about 1.4 million for
the full year 1970 Considering
that present restrictive policies
should slow inflationary pres-
sures in the economy by mid-
, residential construction
may recover in the second half
of 1970.
"One of the principal Weida
ad the current anti-inflationary
push is the pressure needed to
brake the rise in federal spend-
ing. Expectations now point to
success in this direction in the
defense area, so that total fed-
eral purchases of goods and
LKDGE_R. & T1111.Ee — MURRAY
services may clip in 1970 by
about 3%. National defense
purchases may drop by about
$5 billion from their level of
$79 billion now estimated for
1969. This of course assumes
a sharp de-escalation is U. S.
involvement in Vietnam, but
neither a ceasefire nor a com-
plete withdrawal of U. S. for-
ces in 1970. In contrast to the
expected drop in defame spend-
ing, federal nondefense pur-
chases may extend their recent
uptrend, climbing about 8% in
1970.
"State and local government
purchases, which have been
. KENTUCKY
growing almost 13% a year,
may approach a more moderate
rate of advance in 1970 of about
8%. Nevertheless, state and lo-
cal spending, which has severe-
ly aggravated inflationary pres-
sures recently, will likely climb
next year at a rate considera-
bly faster than the over-all na-
tional economy.
"Net exports of goods and
services are expected to con-
tribute about $3 billion to
gross national product in 1970,
compared to an estimated $2
billion in 1969 and $2.5 billion
the year before. Part of the im-
provement may come from a
larger merchandise trade bal-
ance.
"In 1970, the civilian labor
force—workers and unemploy-
ed people looking for work—
may reach a new record of
82.5 malice persons, for a rise
slightly less than this year, and
approximately 85.8 million
when the Armed Forces are
added to the civilian total. Ci-
vilian employment is expected
to climb by about one million
next year, with an increase i
the unemployment rate to an
average around 4% for the year.
Substantiating some expected
softening of the very tight la-
THURSDAY — DECEiviliEli 18, 19011
bor market conditions which
have heretofore prevailed, the
growth in number of nonfarm
employees on payrolls has slow-
ed noticeably after allowing for
seasonal changes. However,
other indiceton of tight labor
market condtions, for example,
sharp wage increases and rap-
idly rising unit labor costs, show
little sign of easing. In 1970, the
increase in unit labor costs may
moderate to some extent, but
that will still fall short of what
Is needed to restore the more
reasonable price and coat rises
which characterized the U. S.
economy prior to the Vietnam
build-up.
"The accelerated rate of price
increase in 1969 is clearly the
outstanding problem in the ec-
onomy. In 1970, consumer pric-
es are likely to rise more than
4%, compared with almost 514
in 1969. The price climb, of
course, must be slowed etW
further if the U. S. is to return
to a path of sound and sustain-
able growth. Success in reach-
ing this goal is contingent upon
restraint exercised by all groups
in the economy. None is ex-
empt
"Support for consumer spend-
ing will of course continue to
come mainly from personal in-
come. This year, total personal
income will climb about Elee,
to $747 billion. Next year the
rise may run 7%, as the ecoe I
omy slows. Disposable income,
that is, eta' income less tax
es, may follow a different pat-
ter—up almost 7% in 1969 but
741% in 1970. This assumes the
extension of the income ̀ tax
surcharge through the first half
of next year only, and at a re-
duced 5% rate, thereby giving
a special boost to after tax in-
es.
"A.n increase in personal say-
ing will also take place if the
slower rise in consumer spend
ing occurs as expected. The
rate approach 7% next year.
By supplying capital markets
with funds by way of savings
banks, life insurance compan-
ies, and the like, higher con-
sinner saving not only takes
preesure off consumer prices
currently, but at the same time
contributee to the growth of the
econany's productive‘eapacity
"Illuairiess capital spending—
purchases of producers' durable
equipment and plant construc-
tion—has increased about 11-,
In 1989. Businessmen have re-
cently been scaling down their
plans for fixed capital require-
ments for next year, largely be-
• of a more subdued econ-
omic outlook. The outlook for
business capital spending in
1970, neverthless, is for a mod-
est increase. Under current con-
ditions cd excess capacity, much
of the increase is likely to be
for modernization, labor cost-
cutting equipment, and longer,
run demand considerations. An
increase in total capital vend-
ing of about 5a4% is expected
"In IWO, inventory accumu
ileac should run about $7 bil
lion, close to levels ichieved in
the past few years. There are
no signs of severe inventory
Imbalances in any major indus-
try.
"Residential construction will
remain one of the weakest areas
of the eepipopy. The key tea-
JACK'S SUPER
BURGER
wIERRY CSTMAS
to all threr Customers, and
a Happy New Year,
WE WILL BE CLOSED
DEC. 20th to JAN 2nd
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PANTIES
per bee
100 Por Cent Acetate
Embroidered floral OIO•
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Special Purchase
Binoculars
Just In Time For
Christmas
1 288
7 5 33 Cate, Peas Prismatic
Ihnoculor Zoist style. all canted
optics, Pad of View. 3-41 ft. at
1000 yd. Complete with Wal-
do, Strap and ,of black Vin5!
cote with Carrying Strop. Gift
Boxed
Door and Cemetery
WREATHS
1 77 to 823
Remember to place a
wreath on the groves of
your loved ones. Choose
from the big selection at
Big K.
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SPOTLIGHT
issarlient trable light.
Supplied complete with mi
'to le.g cord that permits
use around the car Plug.
into cigarette lighter ,
Kin
Q.V=SetateVA-VArs.ACZFACSWAVArs.A.VaraireAV.3
QUILTED
Gift her this Christmas
with a long Robe! These
easy core cotton quilted
robes ore warm but
lightweight. Ric Roc
trim on collar, sleeves
ond pockets. Empire
waist, button front. Se-
lect from Block/White,
Pink White or- Blue/
White Check. Sizes: 7
to 13.
HANDBAGS 533
--. She's wishing some clever Santa will give
accessory gifts! let us suggest handbags from
our large selection. Be smart and surprise
her. Assorted fabrics Casual and Dressy
Styles
EvEREAuy
*HIGHEST QUALITY"
SEALED BE A MS
,
,
/
it 
A...
, ‘ ni1 ,‘,IN ,
, 1 '..up,1
99c
Models in sack to
fit out. with either
two or four front
lights
Neckline of shirred arid
ruffled double sheer
nylon highlighted by
flower buds and satin
ribbon bow. No iron-
ing, quick drying.
LADIES' LONG SLEEVE
SHIRTS
Permanent Press 75%
Comes in Solids and
toil Sizes 32 to 38
LADIES & GIRLS SNOWFLAKE
SLIPPERS
Flannel lined vinyl uppers
Sizes to 10
for women,
eels 10-3
$1.76
S133
Cozy plush collar
Padded heel
1"
Cotton, 25% Polyester.
Prints and has long
Neat and comfortable.
Assorted Colors
SHAGGY BOOTIE
Steer Womens 5.10, Girls 1S-3
Assorted Colors
Cozy footwarmer for easytime comfort
Longhaired man made plush uppers
$1.44 Rev,. 1.90
LITTLE GENTS LOUNGER
MEN'S WARM-LINED
SLIPPERS
Comfort at its best Assorted Colors
Flexible vinyl uppers
Soft warm unbar
Sins
6 1/2-1Z $1.88
The parted slipper for the young man
Soft care-tree manmade uppers
Cozy cushioo-foam lining L rrepe sole
Sizes 9-3
Brown Reg. 2.49 $1.66
Eldon's Powerid• X-1
NEW! RIDE:h ,EMCAR—
ow>_
31 inches long,
16 Inches Wide 2988
• Rechargeable battery rens cor up to Seven hours on one
charge To rathorge lust plug 1100 house wall take
• Rocy style h. impact plostie body and widis roc,ng ty
hr.,. Supports 130 pounds.
• UtO inthOOr Or out
• Speed up to 2 miles on hour
• Stars lila a real cot, stick sltift forword ond ',tate
and ocalthotor pedol
MAGNUS
ORGAN
No 481 Magnus Organ
with light arid volume
control
Big K Gives 331/3%
OFF on all Film
Developing
OPEN 9a.m. to 9.m. MONDAY th-rt-SATURDAY OPEN SUNDAY -1-t
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER An Equal Opportunity Employer
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